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From days gone by

Shot deadline
approaching
Vaccinations required for school
By STUART JOHNSON
Winonan Staff

experience difficulty.
He said, "All I had to do was contact my high school (Lakeville,
Minn.), and they were able to fill
out the immunization form without a problem."
According to Kosidowski, the
administration has also been having
trouble with the new law.
He said, "It has been an administrative nightmare to implement
the new state law."
He attributes part of the problem
to the Department of Health's demand
that the law be enacted immediately
this year. The state is also leaving the
burden of funding for the project on
the individual universities themselves.
Despite these problems, Kosidowski is confident that most students
will meet the requirements.
He said, "I am reasonably confident that at least 98% of our student
population will have their records in
order so as to enable them to participate in winter quarter pre-registration."
The Minnesota College Immunization Law went into effect July 1,
1990. Approved by the Minnesota
State Legislature in the spring of 1989,
the mandate affects over 8,000 students who attend WSU.
The requirement is not applicable
to those who are enrolled in extension
or correspondence classes nor those
only taking one class.
Students are required to provide
an immunization verification form to
the Winona State Health Service.
The state mandate is in response to
a growing conccrn over the occur=
rence of vaccine-preventable
diseases such as measles, mumps,
rubella and tetanus on college
campuses. According to health officials, the incidents have "caused
unnecessary suffering among the
ill students as well as significant
disruption of campus activities."

•

Bemidji
The president of Bemidji State
University met with city officials
over the parking problem on and
around the BSU campus.
The meeting was called due in
part to the action of community
members that live near the campus. Community members have
hired an attorney and want to set
up a parking permit system that
would ban BSU students from
parking in the community, thus
forcing the university to take some
action to the parking problem.
No direct solution has come from
the meeting, but some possible solutions were discussed.

Mankato

-

A group from Mankato State
University hasbeen invited to South
Korea to race a solar car they built.
The group is one of the two solar
car teams from the United States
that was selected to participate in
the Olympic Cultural Festival in
South Korea.
The group built the car to race in
1 college solar car competition at
Pikes Peak, Colo. last summer. The
MSU team finished 17th overall.

As it stands, thousands of students
at Winona State University will not be
allowed, by law, to register for winter
quarter.
Jon Kosidowski, administrative assistant to the vice president of student
affairs, said, "There are over 2,500 students who have not yet turned in disease immunization information to the
health service."
As of Oct. 5 students who do not do
so will have a hold placed on their registration materials, which will be available from the registrar Oct. 15.
Students must then provide the
necessary information before they are
allowed to register for winter quarter,
which begins Oct. 22.
According to Winona State's
Health Services, if a student has attended either elementary or secondary school in Minnesota, immunization records may be available there;
otherwise their physicians will have
the necessary information. Those who
are unsure if they have been immunized should make an appointment
immediately to do so; the campus
health service can provide guidance
in that area.
In a memo to faculty members,
Kosidowski urged that "Students do
not simply assume that because they
have a health record on file that their
immunization form is complete; most
likely it is not."
Some students are having difficulty
finding these records and are con,
cerned.
Brent Hawkinson, a sophomore
transfer student from Kansas, said, "I
just became aware of this requirement
from an announcement made in class
and am having difficulty obtaining
the information from home."
Other students, such as sophomore
geology major Dennis Fox, did not

Pat Hruby, senior political science and psychology major, poses for an "old-time photo" with her

Deb. Benedett/Winonan Staff
daughter Morgan Hruby during the Victorian Fair
Last Saturday.

Moorhead
Moorhead community members
have been complaining about noise
due to "The Underground,"
Moorhead State University's oncampus non-alcoholic club.
Overcrowding and alcohol at
the club have been problems.
In response to the community
complaints, police have been patrolling the area.
The administration has called
meetings to address the problem
although no direct action has been
,taken yet.

St. Cloud
The president of the Akita campus of the Minnesota State University System toured the St. Cloud
State University campus last week
to get an impression of college life
in the United States.
The Akita campus is in Japan..

H omecoming parade security
tightened to prevent problems
By DENISE BZOSKIE
Editor in Chief
-

-

This year's Homecoming parade
will be a little bit safer than those in the
past. •
This increased safety will come in
the form of more security.
Along the one-mile parade route
additional security guards will be dispatched this year, with heavier emphasis in certain areas near campus to
prevent against participant • harassment.
"An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of care," Jon Kosidowski, administrative assistant to the vice president and Homecoming coordinator,
said.
In the past, parade participants
were harassed by parade watchers to
such an extreme, that some won't return.
According to Kosidowski and Joe
Reed, student activities director, a float

"You wouldn't think you would need security personnel to cover a Homecoming
parade, but our past history has made it necessary to do so."

Joe Reed
attendant was struck in the eye last
year by a piece of candy. A truck's
back window was shattered by a piece
of candy as well.
"Some of them (parade watchers)
throw candy," Reed said. "And sometimes that candy gets thrown back."
The majority of this harassment,
according to Kosidowski, comes from
students who had attended pre-parade or cartoon cocktail parties.
"At that time of the morning, you
wouldn't think you'd have problems
with drunks," Reed said.
Although harassment has decreased in recent years, it is now necessary.
It wasn't a big problem, but it

makes a difference when someone isn't
going to come back," Reed said.
The Homeconiing committee and
the administration try to make participants in the parade feel as comfortable as possible, Reed said. As part of
that hospitality, lunch after the parade and free passes to the game are
provided. Reed added that a guarantee of safety to all participants in the
parade should also be included.
"You wouldn't think you would
need security personnel to cover a
Homecoming parade, but our past
history has made it necessary to do
so," Reed said.
The parade also brings out the
community, which . can have a posi-

Today: Mostly sunny
High around 60

By DAVE BARTH
Winonan Staff

Thursday: Light rain
High in upper 60s
Weekend: Partly cloudy
Highs in 60s, low 70s

Chicago
Rainy, cloudy, windy
High in upper 40s

Thursday: Dry
Highs low to mid 60s
Weekend: Partly cloudy
Highs in lower 70s

The Way We Were
•Top six
candidates
announced
•Parade, 10 a.m.,
along Huff Street
between Second
and Mark Streets
-WSU versus
Michigan Tech at
1:30 p.m. at
Maxwell Field
• See Page 11 for more
Homecoming details

Air conditioning
set for Christmas

Winona/Cities

Today:

tive or negative effect on stuamts.
. "You wonder why the community
may have a negative attitude toward
students, when things like this (throwing of candy) are going on," Reed
said.
Since the parade is for both students and community members, all
parade watchers should be respectful
of the others, Kosidowski said.
"We want the community to come
out and watch the parade," he said. "If
there are bad areas, they may not
come."
Although the committee has lost
some parade participants, they were
able to get new floats and bands to
participate.

Homecoming '90

Jennifer von Allmen/Asst. Photo Editor

Chris Nichols works up a sweat in the weight room in "Old Memorial."

4

Cooler conditions await those who
weight lift in the Memorial Hall weight
room next spring.
John Burros, facilities management
director at Winona State University,
said a new air conditionqj is to be
installed over Christmas break and
should be ready for the warm weather
in the spring. The air conditioner, he
said, will only run in late spring to
early fall, when the temperatures
outside call for it.
"It will have better ventilation," he
said, "and be able to pull in air from
the outside, taking the stale air out."
Burros said the tinit cost about
$55,000 and will be set at about 80
degrees, or possibly a little lower

because of the activity that goes on in
the room.
Pressure from students and faculty, Burros said, is the main reason
the proposal was made.
On July 1, 1990 the money was
approved from the Minnesota State
Legislature and sent down to the State
University Board, where the money
was split up and sent to the state universities.
Alice Simpson, head women's
basketball coach, said she has been
trying to get something going for about
four years.
She got professional opinions on
the topic. One physician told her to
close the weight room because* was

See Air, Page 3
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Briefs
WSU Students for Choice recognized
by national campus newsletter
An article about Winona State University's Students for Choice organization appeared in the summer edition of the National Abortion Rights Action
League's (NARAL) campus newsletter.
The article was written and submitted last spring by Christine Corso, a
senior social science major and communication chair of Students for Choice.
The article summarized the organization's activities last year. The newsletter commonly includes updates of the activities of groups that support
abortion rights on college campuses throughout the United States.
Corso was happy the article was printed in the national newsletter.
"I'm glad it was accepted, they don't print everything that's submitted,"
Corso said. "It's nice to get mentioned in a national publication."
Also, the WSU Students for Choice has joined Minnesota Students for
Choice, a statewide organization of abortion rights groups on college campuses throughout Minnesota.
By joining the state organization, WSU Students for Choice will be able
to organize with other similar campus groups, Corso said.

Wrolstad named dean of business
Winonan Staff

The new interim dean for the College of Business is focusing on bettering the program.
Mark Wrolstad began his duties
this July when he succeeded Mary
Gander, who had acted as interim dean
for the past two years. Gander, associate professor of management, has
returned to teaching full time at
Winona State this year.
Wrolstad's main focus for the college is to follow President Krueger's
lead in achieving excellence as a university.
Wrolstad said the college plans to
examine every aspect of the program.
The members of the department want
to look at what it could be and what it
will take to get it there.
"We will look at what kind of
experiences the students really need
to get from where they started out, to
where they ought to be when they
leave here," Wrolstad said.
With those ideas in mind, he wants

Seeks to improve program
to upgrade the program so students
get a better education.
'The net results would be that
students have the right experiences,
facilities and faculty, all the things
necessary to have an excellent college
education," Wrolstad said. "I believe
that it will make them more successful
when they leave here."
Wrolstad said the college is also
looking into having entrance standards.
Wrolstad got his B.A. from Luther
College, his M.B.A. from the University of Florida at Gainesville and his
D.B.A. from the University of Colorado at Boulder.
From 1975-84 he was a college
professor at various universities, most
recently at the University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire. Wrolstad then
worked for various sized companies

FCA coed softball tournament held
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes coed softball tournament was held
at Lake Winona Diamonds on Sept.28 and 29.
Five teams competed in round robin competition and then entered
single elimination playoff. The championship team earned their rank with
a record of 5 and 1. The team captain was Ann Royce. Her teammates were
Todd Myhre, Art Holstein, Derek Bannach, Pat Langowski, Rick Frederickson, Mike Kalmes, Marni Henke, Kris Simon, Michelle Pearson, Kim
Flatten and Kim Brouillard.
The FCA thanks the five teams who participated in the fund raiser.

AIDS awareness exhibit displayed
October is National AIDS Awareness Month. The WSU AIDS task force,
in cooperation with the Winona County AIDS task force, has arranged to
have the Bell Museum exhibit "AIDS and Intimate Choice" on display in
Kryzsko Commons on Oct. 8 and 9. Hours for the display are from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. each day.

•••.,

Mark Wrolstad
where else," Wrolstad said. "This is
really a unique place."
Currently there is a national search
going on for a permanent dean. Next
year Wrolstad will once again serve as
a member of the finance faculty.

Pregnant
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares

pirthright
452-2421

free confidential help

free pregnancy test

\ OW OPEN FOR LUNCH

HAMLINE

Learning Center gets new name
Nancy Durrike, assistant director of learning services recently sent a
memo to faculty and administration pointingout that the name of the WSU
Learning Center was officially changed July 1, 1990 to the Academic Skills
Center.
The location, Gildemeister Room 124, remains the same and new hours
have been added at student request. The center's hours are 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Friday.

446

to get some practical experience.
Wrolstad came to Winona State
after he was president of a small
company.
"I always had the intention of
coming back (to teaching)," Wrolstad
said. "I enjoy teaching."
Wrolstad is very happy to be part
of the Winona State community.
"I'm more and more impressed
with the diversity, dedication and
quality of the people that are here," he
said.
Wrolstad also said because of his
role as dean he gets to speak to many
of the faculty here on campus. He
likes their good intentions and their
willingness to evaluate what they're
doing and to fix things that are wrong.
"I have been to a number of other
campuses and have not seen this level
of coordination and cooperation any-

Health insurance brochure corrected
The 1990-91 Student Health Insurance Brochures which were issued to
students during July and August contained incorrect information in the
Benefits Section under "Maximum Benefits."
The Brochures stated that "once the deductible has been satisfied, the
plan will pay 100% of all eligible expenses for a particular illness or injury
until the total of all plan benefits reaches $15,000." The correct statement is
that "once the deductible has been satisfied the plan will pay 100% of all
eligible expenses up to $1,000 and 80% of all expenses thereafter incurred,
up to a maximum benefit payable which is $15, 000."
The original GRAY insurance brochure has been replaced with a corrected BLUE brochure containing a note on the front cover which explains
that the Maximum Benefits Section has been cgrrected.
In the near future, each student, who has paid the insurance premium for
the fall quarter, will be mailed a notice of the correction and a copy of the
revised brochure. On receipt of the new brochure the gray one should be
discarded. If students have any questions, they should call or visit the
university health service.
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By BECKY MILTON

UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF
* Papa John Jr.
Burger $2.25
Half The Papa
John Burger But
Just As Good

LAW

Small
Spaghetti

•St. Paul, Minnesota

• Full-time legal education with flexible daytime scheduling options
• Extensive offerings in Public Law
• JD/MAPA dual degree
• MBA credit exchange with the University of St. Thomas

plain

sauce $3.00
meat sauce $3.50

ack By Popular Demand!

Call for details on how F1amline can meet your needs
(612) 641-2463. toll-free 800-388-3688, or write:

Hamline

School of Law, Office of Admissions
1536 Hewitt Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55104

MmliwWumitydoesrugdiscriminaleagerinstramoveanationalmigimdiu Mily,orsexualpreferwice.

HEY STUDENTS!!

Tired of sleeping on that old, back-breaking boxspring and
mattress ? Switch to a warm, heated waterbed before
winter for your best possible nights sleep.

Ponderosa 5 board

4 board stain only

Bookcase (Maverick)

$149.95

$139.95

$159.95

All waterbeds come complete with: headboard & frame, decking, pedestal, heater control & pad, liner, fill
kit, conditioner & house adaptors, free flow mattress.

Holocaust posters displayed
As part of the WSU Lyceum Committee's Holocaust Remembrance
series, 20 historic posters are on display in the lobby of Maxwell Library.
The posters depict the rise of Nazi Germany, persecution of the Jews,
deportations, concentration camps and historical information.

Prereg. to be fourth week of Oct.
Preregistration for winter quarter will beheld Oct. 22, 23, 24 and 25, and
is open to currently enrolled students, and returning students who have
processed their Intent to Return form by the appropriate deadline indicated in the Academic Calendar. Personal Data Forms (PDFs) and Course
Request Forms must be signed by advisors in order to enter the registration
area.
•
Currently enrolled undergraduate and graduate students may pick up
their materials the week of Oct. 15 at the Registrar's Office service windows
in Somsen Hall in between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. All students should check
PDFs for Holds. All Holds must be cleared before registration.

Bloodmobile returns to WSU
When people give blood, they are really giving patients another chance.
Consider the case of Calleigh Bajari, a New London, Minn., fourth
grader.
The youngest child of Pam and Larry Bajari, Calleigh was a strapping
baby girl a t birth—nine pounds and four ounces. But when the Bajaris took
her in for her routine one-month examination, doctors informed the family
that Calleigh had a congenital heart condition. The following day, she was
taken to the University of Minnesota Hospital, where surgeons operated
for nine hours.
During that procedure, Calleigh received 26 units of blood and multiple
units of plasma. After surgery, she needed more blood to raise her blood
pressure.
Calleigh's parents have not forgotten the experience of their daughter's
early months of life.
"I'd never given blood prior to having Calleigh, " recalls Pam. "But
when the bloodmobile came around, I donated. And friends of ours went
to donate because they knew about Calleigh."
Whether the donors whose blood went to Calleigh knew her or not, their
acts played a critical role in helping an infant, who might otherwise have
died, grow up to be an energetic nine-year-old today.
You can give someone like Calleigh another chance at life by giving
blood soon. The Red Cross bloodmobile will be at the East Cafeteria on Oct.
8,9 and 10 from 1 to 6 p.m.

Correction:

In the Sept. 12,19, 26 and Oct 3 issues of the Winonan it was incorrectly
printed that English/math placement testing on Oct. 19 will run from 8 to
10 p.m. The correct time is 8 to 10 a. m. The Winonan regrets the error.

FUTONS AND FRAMES

$189.00

Tw n

3 POSITION FRAME & 6" 100% COTTON MUSLIN
FUTON/SOFA BY DAY, BED BY NIG-IT

$219.00

Twi n

Ada(//dg

LOCALLY OWNED

$249.00
re/4/A4t‘i
TI I4ouFrIs
0

6

Sat. 10-5

122 E. 3rd St. Winona

Tw n

FIRST
COME,
FIRST
SERVED!

452-2621

tulgiL.
4

opo stueents...p„„_
'fro**
sesecocia%
Thursday, October 18, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Saint Mary's Fieldhouse
Talk with representatives about hiring practices, internship opportunities, career opportunities, and graduate programs.
Some of those attending are:
American Family Insurance
Arby's- Franchise Associates
Clean Water Action/ MN COACT
Community Memorial Hospital
Convisor Duffy CPA Review
Electronic Data Systems Corp.
EMD Associates, Inc.
Employment Advisors International, Inc.
Farm Bureau Insurance
Fastenal
Federated Insurance Co.
Foot Locker
Hamline University School of Law
Kmart Apparel
LPS/ CSC Partners
Mayo Clinic
McGladrey & Pullen

Merchants National Bank
MN Dept. of Corrections
MN Dept. of Employee Relations
MN Division of Rehabilitation Services
National Employment Wire Service—MN
New York Life
Northern States Power Company
North-West Telecommunications
Northwestern Mutual Life
ORC Industries
St. Cloud State Graduation Office
The Salvation Army/ Booth Brown House
Sheriffs Youth Programs
Shriners Hospital/ Twin Cities Unit
Social Security Administration
Temp Center
Twin City Area Urban Corps

U.S. Air Force
U of M Industrial Relations Center
University of Osteopathic Medicine and
Health Sciences
Vanity
Wausau Insurance Companies
William Mitchell College of Law
Winona Area Chamber of Commerce
Winona Daily News
Winona Knits
Hourly shuttle service will be available for
those students who do not have transportation. Pickup will be on the hour from
Memorial Hall Parking Lot at WSU and at
fifteen past the hour from the College
Center, CST.

Sponsored by the Placement Offices of Saint Mary's College AND Winona State University
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Honors Hall is an intellectual
alternative for WSU students
By SUSAN KLANN
Special to the Winonan

; There is only one place at Winona
State University where student can
;get their names engraved on a plaque
for just living in a residence hall. This
.place is the Richards North Honors
:Hall.
The Honors Hall is a new alternative for WSU students. It has formerly
been a bookstore, cafeteria and residence hall called the Barracks, but it
has been recreated to encourage successful students to live and learn together.
Former Hall Director Doug Winn
worked last spring on the project. To
create an atmosphere that students
wanted, he asked the Honors Council,
la board of students and faculty, for
suggestions.
Admission requirements, room
improvements, and location of the hall
were discussed. The site chosen had
the best overall characteristics the
council wanted.
Current Hall Director Mindy
'Dawson said all 16 women and 12
men have the qualifying 3.25 grade
point average or ACT score of 25. She
is hopeful that this first year will go
well and encourages other stu-

dents to choose the option next
year.
Its seven rooms which alternate
male-female each house four people.
Formerly, the one-story area had only
been used by one gender at a time.
One of the problems cited with the
change is that the men have to walk a
long way to use the showers in First
Floor Richards.
However, the new residents say
the benefits they enjoy outweigh the
small inconveniences. Students said
the air-conditioning in the rooms is a
great perk. Although it has been installed for several years, this area is
the only dorm space furnished with it.
One of the other major advantages
is the installation of a private cornputer and study room. When completed, the room will contain four IBM
computers and two printers worth
$16,000.
The work area will be used on an
honor basis. Students from the Honor
Hall can get the key from the Richards
Hall front desk. After signing for the
room, students are responsible for the
room and its contents.
The residence assistant assigned to the hall is Andrea

Stadsvold. She is enthusiastic
about the students and their input
about the computer room.
"I see no problems with the room
being unsupervised," Stadsvold, a senior psychology major from Rochester,
Minn., said. A meeting is planned to
teach the students the different software available.
A freshman from Rochester, Minn.,
Jennifer Owens, said she was attracted
to the hall by a newsletter advertising
it last spring. She is very happy with
her decision.
"We had 'honors bonding' the first
week of school," Owens said. "Most
everyone came into this room and
watched television."
She doesn't feel isolated from other
students in the Quad, which is made
up of the connecting Conway, MoreyShepard, andRichards resident halls.
Everyone in these dorms recognizes
the students from the Honor Hall.
Roxie Prinsen, a paralegal major
from Glenwood City, Wis., lived in
the same room last year.
"Becoming the Honor Hall hasn't
changed much about this area,"
Prinsen said. "I was afraid that
the new members would study all

the time, be nerds, and make
everyone be quiet all day long."
Prinsen was happily surprised.
She can hear the guys down her
hall play basketball and tennis in
their rooms, "just like normal
guys."
An example of such a person is Pat
Tohrsell. He is planning to play on
WSU's men's basketball team. The 6foot-8-inch freshman from Cottage
Grove, Minn. plans to live again in the
hall.
The few negative comments heard
about the hall are from other students
who use the much-traveled hall. Many
think the wing is too special or different than others.
Just like other halls, it gets too loud
sometimes from residents studying late. The collaborative learning environment makes it easy for
students to work together late
and forget the 11 p.m. quiet hour
rule.
Prinsen said the residents know
that if they want to keep the extra
privileges it is up to them. Their R.A.
is also confident that this first
group will set a good example for
future honor hall residents.

Matt Sazama/Whonan Staff
Roxie Prinsen, sophomore paralegal major, works on her computer.
Prinsen is an Honors Hall resident.

Financial aid not increasing WTC enrollment grows
with costs of college tuition
By GLEN GAUERKE
Winonan Staff

Many students forced to resort to loans
By WAYNE VALK
Special to the Winonan

Students who are eligible for financial aid for the 1990-91 school year will
discover that the availability of funds
will not offset the rising cost of tuition.
Winona State University students
can expect to pay $2.20 more for each
credit they take this year. This is
a six percent increase over last
year's cost.
Robert Lietzau, director of financial aid at WSU, said, 'There is no increased financial aid for the increased
cost of tuition. The amount of financial aid is supposed to keep pace with
inflation, but I haven't seen art increase or a decrease for the past
several years. Students are then
,forced to borrow through loans."
He said that although loans are a
. form of financial aid, many students
do not consider them as such.
Deborah Engel, a senior communications major, said, "The
increase hasn't been detrimental
to me because my personal financial aid is sufficient for my needs."
For students to be considered for
financial aid, they must file a family
financial statement which is processed
on the need basis of the individual
according to his or her income.
Lietzau said because of the high

"The amount of financial aid is supposed to keep pace
with inflation, but I haven't seen an increase or a
decrease for the past several years. . . . I don't see
anything getting better for next year."
Bob Lietzau

rate of loan defaults and fraud
abuse, the forms are becoming
more demanding for income information. New information includes past loan histories,
whether the student is in default,
and an estimate of the loan expected .
WSU's default rate at the end of
1989 showed that 45 out of 1,128 students still owed on their debts.
Because the national default rate of
15 percent in 1989 is still relatively
high as compared to WSU's rate of 4
percent, extra loan information is still
mandatory on a national level.
If students are eligible for financial
aid, the amount allowed on Stafford
loans varies through grade levels. Freshman and sophomores are
eligible for a maximum $2,600,

juniors and seniors up to $4,000.
Pell grants differ with student
need, but the maximum is $2,300.
"Whether you go to Winona
State, St. Mary's or Harvard, the
most you are allowed is $2,300
from Pell," Lietzau said.
Although there was talk that Congress would raise the maximum to
$2,700, the change wasn't passed because of budget constraints.
According to Lietzau, Congress
planned to increase the education
budget by cutting the defense budget,
but that was before the Persian Gulf
crisis occurred.
Lietzau does not expect financial
aid to increase according to student needs. "I don't see anything
getting better for next year," he
said.

Focused more on responding to industry's needs,
Winona Technical College has increased its enrollment
by 15 percent.
The school upped its numbers from 625 students last
year to 725, President Cliff Korkowski said.
The increase was expected.
"We're right on target with our anticipated enrollment growth," he said.
Korkowski attributed the hike largely to the college's
ability to adjust to changing industry and its redesigned
curriculum.
"We now get more industries sending their people in
to learn more about changing technology," he said.
The curriculum helped too, he said.
"These students can now take a course specifically
tailored to their job rather than going through a whole
program."
"Over the summer, we redesigned the curriculum,"
said Korkowski. "Today students can pick and choose
from any Course they want and they don't have to follow
a set program."
'The maj or reason we accomplished this was because our staff did such an excellent job over the summer," he said.
"Their enthusiasm and confidence really made this
work."
Class offerings were expanded and 15 staff positions
were created, many in new fields.
He also said the restructured curriculum helps students who work full-time or are at home full-time be-

AERho plans "postcards"
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS
News Editor

idAdElEINT'S
•

INC.
FOR MEN S WOMEN

AN INDIVIDUAL PERM SPECIAL
JUST FOR YOU
f?0AN 8 OZ SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER
SELECTED FOR YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS
BY OUR STYLISTS WITH A PERM DURING
OCTOBER (SAVINGS UP TO $14.00)
JUST BRING THIS AD ALONG WITH YOUR
STUDENT I.D. TO RECEIVE THESE GREAT
PRODUCTS FREE WITH A PERM IN OCTOBER

YOUR HAIR IS AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE....
PERMS CAN CREATE CURLS, SOFT WAVES, VOLUME,
CONTROL AND VERSATILITY.
LET US GIVE YOU THE RIGHT PERM FOR YOUR
PERSONAL NEEDS.
FEATURING : PAUL MITCHELL, GOLDWELL, AVEDA AND
REDKEN

cause they can take day or night classes. Labs
now have extended hours.
The enrollment jump also results from expanded
marketing efforts.
Christine Kraft, dean of student services, said media
have been used more thii year than in the past.
Winona Tech has used newspaper, television, radio
and a school-wide video to attract students.
"Everyone has pulled together on this," Kraft said.
"Our philosophy is, if you can get them here, you can
sell them. They need to be able to see what goes on at a
technical college, hands on."
Kraft said the promotions used over the summer
stressed Tech's new course curriculum, job placement
and overall awareness.
"Part of our marketing is that the information is out
where the public can be reached," she said. "I think the
general public is aware of how we've changed. We're
not only meeting the needs of students, but of industries too."
Kraft said other ways of attracting prospective students is to expose them to career fairs.
"We've expanded a great deal and in many areas,
and if the students see first hand what we can offer, they
are usually interested," she said.
Winona Tech's efforts are similar to the other 33
technical colleges in the state.
John Ostrem, vice chancellor for informational services of the state technical colleges, said things are looking good.
"We've been real stable for a few years and we're
starting to grow statewide," he said.

American troops deployed to Saudi
Arabia will soon be receiving a very
special package from the Winona State
University chapter of Alpha Epsilon
Rho, the National Broadcasting Society.TIrtat package includes a giant postcard and a video with messages.
'Postcards from Home" is the name
of the AERho project designed to keep
military personnel in touch with their
families and friends back home.
The members will set up portable
video studios as well as a huge postcard at area shopping malls on Oct. 20
and 21. Anyone with a message for the
troops is encouraged to participate.
The special package will then be sent
to troops in the Middle East.
According to Ajit Daniel, chap-

"This is a measure of support of our effort in Saudia
Arabia. We want to let them know we are with them."
Ajit Daniel
ter advisor, all men'tbers contributed
to the project, but the idea originated
from one person.
"This project was the brainchild of Melynda Baker, our chapter president," Daniel said. "She
is a very unique individual."
Daniel said, "We originally had
the idea of doing an audio tape with
voices of friends and families .
The idea developed to include a
video and a written message as
w ell ."
Daniel said the chapter wanted
to show its support of the troops.
"This is a measure of support
for our effort in Saudi Arabia," he
.

said. "We want co let them know 1.41(
are with them. This will express
general oneness throughout the coun
try.
"If we can do it — one little
chapter — then it should set an ex
ample for the rest of the coun
t r y ."
The members will be at the
Winona Mall Oct. 20 from 9 a.m. tc
12 noon, and at Apache Mall it
Rochester, Minn. from 1 to 5 p.m
Then on Oct. 21 they will be a
Valley View Mall in La Crosse
Wis. from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Additional times, dates and lo
cations will be announced.

Air
Continued from Page 1
dangerous to a person's health to work
out in those conditions.
Simpson, who teaches several
weight lifting classes this fall, said, "It
was unhealthy to work out in the extreme heat."
She said she canceled several
classes because of the terrible conditions.
"It's been a slow process," Simpson
said, "but I'm happy to see it's finally
happening."
Weight lifter Tim McGladdery,
sophomore business major, said he
didn't mind the heat so much, but that
it made him feel he got a better workout. However, the new air conditioner will help him keep his mind on
lifting rather than the heat, he said.
Mike Burke, junior computer science major, said, "It was so hot, you
could barely breathe sometimes
It was like working out in a sauna."
Both students agreed the air conditioner might bring in more weight
lifters and possibly bring back those
who left due to the heat.
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Homecoming: another reason to cheer
All right, it's Homecoming week! We should be
hearing sounds of good times and chants of "Go Warriors!" "Go WSU!"
Instead, the gripes are echoing louder than the cheers.
Buses are over crowded, we're required to be immunized, books are too expensive, we're over charged for
this that and the other, there's no place to park, etc. etc.
Let's give it a rest folks.
Granted, these are legitimate grievances, but it's a
given that wherever we are there will be something
we'll want better, changed and/or different.
We also have to realize that change takes time. This
is a reality not just a usual patronizing response to quiet
a complaint.
Another reality is that despite all the compliants,
when given an opportunity to have a voice in determining change or improvement, it is often forfieted. Example: In the last student senate election only 669 of
about 7,700 eligible voters turned out to vote. Need we

say more?
There's nothing wrong with working for change or
voicing an opinion. These things signify a dynamic
studentbody.But atleast for this week of Homecoming
let's look at some positive aspects of WSU— yes, you
cynics, there are some.
WSU has to its credit the new comp sites program,
a new Health and Applied Science buildingcurrently in
progress, a strong and active student senate, a culturally diverse student population, and nationally ranked
gymnastic and baseball teams.
Since every student, in some way or another, puts a
part of himself into WSU how can we justify constantly
coming down on ourselves and this school?
Let's enjoy the corn rader y and spirit we can only
share thanks to this place.
We all have this campus in common and just because things may not be perfect doesn't mean we can't
be proud of it.

Speak up WSU

"I think there is some school spirit
especially in the Smaug when U-PAC
presented the Fun Flicks. There was
also a lot of school spirit at the freshmen orientation meetings."

"Yes, there is a lot of programs and
things to get people i nvolved in school
activities. There is a lot of spirit because of tha t. There is also more spirit
because WSU is a more close-knit
school because of its small size."

"No, I don't think sobecause I only
hear about how bad the athletic teams
are. WSU students are bad supporters because they go home on weekends instead of going to games."

Jennifer Grote
Freshman advertising major

Craig Srsen
Freshman political science major

Haley Downs
Freshman political science major

"I believe school spirit is alive, but
it has a way to go to become well.
Greater participation and positive
encouragement in school events
would increase our spirit at WSU."
Marc Dronen
Sophomore public administration

Do you
think
school
spirit is
alive and
well
at Winona
State
Universly?

"I would have to say yes because
the attendance keeps going up at least
500 people per year....I t is a good
starter school for educational spirit.
For the athletic side, baseball always
brings in a lot of people."
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Letters to the Editor
Winonan reader
disagrees with
commentary
about paying
college athletes
Dear Editor,
Pay college athletes? No, teach
them a trade! The idea of paying
university students to play an intercollegiate sport is unrealistic beyond
the fact that big-time sports programs
run a perpetual deficit and are constantly seeking to raise revenues
through contributionsby alumni and
other sources. Granted, intolerable
abuses (particularly in recruitment)
are rampant in the system. However,
in order for a change to be instigated,
the parties involved in college athletics must desire that change, and the
realities of that situation are:
• Most major college programs are
state institutions supported by taxpayers who, yas, would prefer a national championship to obtaining the
services of a Nobel Prize winner.
• The communities in which these
programs reside have an enormous
economic stake in the fortunes of their
respective teams.
• The administrators of these football anci basketball factories know that
athletic success not only feeds their
hefty egos but facilitates the recruitment of quality students and faculty.
• The non-athlete students revel in
the prestige of highly ranked teams
(you don't paint your face or cut open
a basketball and plop it on your head
to cheer on the biology department).
Speaking of undergraduates, there
are literally thousands of business
school students who d rea m of ascending to an upper echelon, executive
position with a Fortune 500 company.
English majors who are going to write

"Generally speaking, I feel there is
a lot of school spirit. I always see so
many WSU sweatshirts around. I
know that is because we're proud of
where we go to school."

"Definitely. You can tell i t just by
how much people care about the
school. People who are involved in
sports are excited and into what
they're doing."

Susan Valteria
Freshman sociology major

Ren ea Ratajczelk
Sophomore social work major

Tracy An dor
Freshman nursing major

Photos and answers compiled by T.M. Pletz, Winonan Staff)

is all about.
The real crime is that the system is
not teaching these young men and
women a useful enterprise to apply
when their dreams become unattainable. Accounting, marketing, nursing, and computing are programs, but
they also represent trades and pay a
living wage for the practitioners who
are not all-stars. In the same sense,
sport represents a lucrative field of '
endeavor where jobs for trainers,
publicists, coaches, recrea tional directors, and broadcasters are growing as
rapidly as the public's appetite for
these activities. This is the part a real
education plays, not pays—teaching
useful skills.
James W. Bovinet
Assistant Professor—Marketing
Winona State University

Idea of cartoon
cocktails is
ridiculous
Dear Editor,
This letter is about the article on
"Toasting the WSU football team" in
the Oct. 3 issue of the Winonan.
This article tells and glorifies the
idea of "cartoon cocktails." With all
the problems with alcohol today it's
really amazing that this article was
written and printed at the same time
an article called "Alcohol abuse prevalent" was run. I guess the article
showed some of the stupidity of
people in that they have nothing better to do than drink early Saturday
mornings.Now the season is fall.
There are much better things to appreciate. The leaves are turning and
many say fall is the most beautiful

See Letters, Page 5
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Terry Bolterman
Sophomore broadcasting major

"I haven' t been here long, bu t from
what I can see, the students seem to
have spiritbybeing involved in sporting events and other school activities
that take place here."

the G rea t america n novel a-bound. The
examples are myriad, but the fact of
the issue is that 99 percent of these
people simply do not have the talent
or opportunity to reach these heights.
And if only one percent of college
athletes make the NFL or NBA, then
how is their situation any different
than every other college or university
student? Journalism, theater, and
education majors are all attending
institutions of higher learning to prepare for a professional career in which
they may be wholly unqualified to
succeed. That does not mean that we
should pay them for the privilege.
Ah, you say, but at least the academic student will have a college
education to fall back on (i.e. to be
able to earn a decent wage in the
marketplace). Realistically, everyone
who graduates from college is only
guaranteed a piece of paper documenting that accomplishment. The
student/athlete also has that right.
The affirmation of an "education" is a
bit more elusive.
Students put up with high cost
and augmented competitiveness to
attend prestigious universities and
obtain the cachet that the name Harvard or Northwestern confers upon a
degree. And yet it is these same bastions of academy that encourage proiessors to concentrate on research,
writing, and consulting and leave the
real job of teaching to graduate assistants. Some students never see a full
professor until they enroll in graduate school. Similarly, football and
basketball players must contend with
the physical rigors and time demands
of high profile athletic programs in
order to obtain the necessary exposure to professional scouts and the
public. Education suffers in both instances. University athletes are paid
to play their game. That is what a
scholarship represents. If they are
unable to squeeze class time into their
schedule at Oklahoma or Ohio State,
then that is the price they pay for attempting to ascend to their dream
plateau. It is what freedom of choice
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Bitterness. Spite. Cynicism. Here I sit squashed
down in a corner once again. Only to be cornered by
other columnists and cartoonists, some of them are one
in the same. A cause for joy is a toying in the irony of
words...it is a place to see that good things are not the
only things. It is a place to see a change, wonderful
change..."in a minute there is time, for decisions and
revisions/ which a minute will reverse..." T.S. Eliot.
Moonlight readings of fiction on islands that are inhabited with wolves and spiders, as well as cheap wine.
Oh, the joy to remember....
This last Thursday night, a moonlight festival was held at Wolf Spider
Island. The great event was sponsored by the one and only Grub Street,
Winona State's English Club. All in
all, a good time was had by all. People
read works from other poets, as well
as their own work. A sickly looking
fire sputtered vainly as the people
read by flashlight. The moon looked
nothing like the sun, but rather it was
laden with cloudy tears, which at one
point in time tried to put our miserable fire out of its misery. Insects
creeped and crawled through the
dank night. Yes, all in all, though it is but a memory,
some memories do last forever.
Sometimes, a good rural fire, away from the trials
and toils of urban living does a person wonders. It can
also make a person wonder. That is, if it is a "good"
rural fire...and I do not know nearly enough about the
morality of flames to try and spell out the difference
between a good and bad fire. But anyway, a good deal
of the night was spent in relative silence...the sickly
looking fire was still mesmerizing to our eyes. People
read a little, then silence. Read. Silence. No grand roars
of applause answered the readers, no cheers, and no
jeers. Only silence....
At one point in time, a dog entered the circle and
greeted all of us in very friendly terms. He obviously

wasn't blind and we assumed him to be hunting for
either wolves or spiders. He was grand and majestic...a
real Aslan of Narnia. Fortunately, there were no evil
witches around that wanted to crucify him, or, if there
were, they held their dark thoughts to themselves and
the night. He soon departed on his royal quest....
The wide range of readers gave the night a spice of
variety. Everyone from students, to inhabitants of the
islands, to faculty shared what was to be shared... their
own works as well as others. And some fold just were
there for the listening pleasure of it
all. A lotof works oscillated around
nativeness...the river, Indians, and
the such. Very fitting for the location. One story dealt with ouija
boards, death, a pet bunny and a
stray kitten. That one wasn't much
of a cause for joy, I should add.
Oh, but the real joy didn't come
until later when people started to
talk about life. Someone suggested
that T.S. Eliot was "dead" by the
time he was twenty-four. Someone suggested that the whole reason he/she was here was because
of a tree on a bluff. Another proclaimed optimism as a way of life, because, "it was just
too easy to see the bad side of things in life." Ahh, the
joys of opinionating what life is like. To some life may
be a cartoon, live in frames, black and white. To others,
life only has meaning when they are talking about it
with other people. And some claim bitterness to be the
sweet fruit of life. It all depends on how you define the
terminology. Specifically, the terminology you live
your life by. That is important for you and only you,
because you are the only one who can live your life,
right?
Enough from Pete the philosopher, ha ha, chuckle,
chuckle. Stay joyed because in the coming weeks you
may look forward to Levi jeans, more jeers, and more
canines....

Homecoming in America. Leaves painting the countryside a golden, orange and red from small Aschwabenon, Wisconsin to Postville Iowa. Townspeople
flocking to the curbs of main streets everywhere. Blankets and lawn chairs and little children in tow to witness the wonderful parade from the local college that
graces their town. Normy Rockwell dude would
be pleased. Funny, I can't ever remember
a Rockwell painting of the annualHomecoming parade. Maybe this is not the
picture that should be so eloquently
brushed into everyone's mind.
Neh my friends, let's grow up.
Wake up and smell the whiskey in
the Homecoming coffee. Rockwell
shouldn't be the one to paint this
picture. Francis Bacon, the morbid impressionist who painted
my personal favorite piece of
art, "Figure and Mea t ," would
paint a much more realistic
representation of our great
college tradition—Homecoming.
The fictitious depiction of the surreal
"blue birds chirping from the shoulder of an old
man as he looks at the beginning of the Homecoming
parade and smiles," gets shattered every year as the
drunken masses of confetti, masking tape and toilet
paper make their way down the boulevard.
Floats and alcohol don't mix. I am simply saying, as
I have all year, don't drink and drive. Don't make a fool
out our university with a drunken display of immaturity by wrecking the parade.
We will all be exposed Saturday to a gross display of
morning alcoholism that could only be found in a
college environment. I am not condoning this type of
activity. Nor am I condemning this type of activity.
Have fun. Heck, shave your neighbor's head when he
gets "over-served" and ends up on your couch in the

morning. Go to the football game and have fun.
The last Homecoming parade this columnist was in,
our float ran over a guy. I sat in the trailer watching as
Jeff tried to walk from the vehicle across the trailer bar
to the trailer. I don't know if the drink in his hand threw
his balance off or if it was the gallons of alcohol in his
gut that made him fall off the trailer. His head barely
missed the front edge of the trailer as his body, drinks
and all, disappeared under us. The trailer bounced
as his body went under the tire. We all
looked back in horror as he lay in
the street. Jeff didn't have a good
Homecoming. Neither did his
friends who were sobered up by
the injuries he sustained.
I will revel in watching all of
you "girly-men" getting sick and
falling out of the festivities prematurely. I will laugh that the only memory of Homecoming that these abusers will have is of waking up and vomiting. They will impress their friends
with numerical references to their vomiting during Homecoming.
This column is not only a plea for all of
you to act responsibly, but also for you to
not die during the coming weekend. I have
t o admit I will be out of hand this weekend
after this week's four tests and two papers. I'll see you
in the parade, at the game and at any other sad social
event that may evolve fromHomecoming.
This weekend should be "fun". The parade is always wild and the warriors will win their first game at
home for their adoring, hungry fans. Of course, I did
think the Cubs would win the World Series last year
too, but hey that's me, Mr. Optimism. Go Warriors, ust
do it. Please.
Until next time, wear reflective clothing, go only to
houses with lights on and Milli Vanilli.

With Homecoming amidst us, we might enter into
certain altered states of consciousness, if you will, due
to certain favorite beverages we may choose to consume.
And I think we should all be thankful that if, during
one of those altered states of consciousness, we might
step on, oh, a rusty nail or something, at least we are
properly immunized. It's a load off my mind.
Let's talk about this "shot" issue for a minute. First
of all, I don't like the term "shot'.' It brings instantaneously an image of "gunshot" to mind, which is not a
pleasant thing. I will admit it, I have fainted in the past
from getting my finger "pricked: You can laugh— I
still do. I remember it well....
It was a cold, rainy day. (OK, I'll get to the point.) I
went to the doctor fora physical or something, and they
had to prick my finger. OK, fine, I thought, no big deal.
With those automatic little finger-pricking machines,
it's over in a flash. Sure, go ahead.
Then I saw what was really to be my fate. It wasn't
automatic by any means... it was a razor blade with a
little point in the middle of it. A RAZOR BLADE! I
panicked. I was about to ask the doctor if I could do it
myself, when BLAM! In it went. OK, so I'm a wimp. I
said I admit it. But that sucker HURT. The next thing
I knew I was staring at my feet in a cold sweat, asking
the typical "Where am I..."
So if getting my finger pricked was a major traumatic experience in my life, you can imagine my reaction when I heard I needed BOTH the tetanus shot and
the mumps, measles and rubella shot (or immunization, as I like to call it). I considered transferring
schools, "forging" my records, or dropping out of

r

JILL FARRAND
school all together. Then I thought, this is silly. I'm 21
years old and running from a little "immunization" or
two! I decided to face it like a woman and JUST DO IT...
Needless to say, I lived. The next big challenge I'd
like to overcome is giving blood. (The blood drive is
going on at WSU right now, as a matter of fact.) I tried
that once too. Yes, I fainted. But BEFORE I gave blood,
while I was standing in line. Pretty pathetic, huh? I even
volunteered at a blood drive my freshman year, typing
up people's name, address, and blood type on their little
cards, just to get used to it all. Every now and then I'd
glance up at the people lying on the tables. Some of them
were laughing and talking while they gave blood, and I
even saw a couple guys having races to see who could fill
up their bags first! (Pretty sick.)
Someday I'm going to give blood, and maybe this
week is my week to JUST DO IT...again. So don't be a
wimp like me, and go give some blood— you really
DON'T need it all, you know. Besides, I heard that if you
give blood and consume your favorite beverage later
that night while you celebrate Homecoming, those altered states of consciousness can be obtained much
quicker! How's that for motivation!
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK: See ya at the game.
v

Letters
Continued from Page 4

Forum
Expanding
Horizons
By Rita Nygren
Staff Commentary

New Vax system at WSU
Academic Computing has been
busy. Not only have they created a
new lab on 3rd floor Somsen for IBM
Personal Computers, and have been
working diligently on the networking system, and have managed to get
the AS/400 system to communicate
with the Vax system, t hey have also
been fighting city hall, or at ledst state
government, and have requested a
new Vax system for the college.
For those not so familiar with these
terms, some English is required to
replace the "computer-ese." The new
lab in Somsen 321 contains 30 IBM
PCs on which you can do word processing and programming, with various software (such as Word Perfect,
Lotus, and Harvard Graphics) available . The networking system allows
computers to "talk" to each other, by
way of fiber optic cables. Eventually,
the network will have access to all PC
servers as well as the Vax and the AS/
400 minicomputers. Eric Hoh and
Dan Pecarina have been successfulat

getting these two minis to translate
each other's "speech."
And now the new Vax system.
Academic Computing requested
funding from the state to acquire the
Vax 4000 before the computer was
actually on the market. The state
eventually said that this was a good
idea, and any other state-funded
school that will be getting a new Vax
will be getting one of the 4000 series.
The ordering process for Winona
State's new Vax began the week it was
announced their newest computer
was ready for marketing.
Winona State's current model, an
11/785, is just plain not big enough
for the load we put on it. For proof;
just ask any second year computer
science student how long it takes to
compile a program when thirty-odd
fundamentals students are working
on their sort-comparison project. With
just 16 megabytes of memory, the system is easily slowed to a crawl, and
being the only system in the state with

the SAS statistical package, users from
all over call in to use our
system...thereby slowing us down a
little more.
The new system was requested
with 64 megabytes of memory in order
to support the SAS, the networking,
and the programming. DEC claims it
will be eight times faster then the old
Vax, but WSU's Academic ComputingNewsletter promises only the more
reasonable figure of six times faster.
If a program now takes five minutes
to execute, when the new system arrives, the program should run in less
than a minute.
What is happening to the old Vax?
If the new one takes so much less time
to do things, shouldn't the two of
them combined work evenbetter? No,
problems of combining the two systems far outweigh any benefits, as the
old Vax wouldn't even show up under
the new system's processing. Winona
State is going to sell the old one,
hopefully raising monies for more
equipment. A note on space: the old
Vax, seen through the window in the
east wall of the Somsen Lab, is about
the size of the boxcar. The new one is
28-inches high and would fit under a
table.
Also asked for from the state is a
CD optical drive. This would allow
for gigabytes of "stuff," like online
help for students. A DAT tape drive
would let Academic Computing do
unattended back-ups of the system.
At present, back-ups must be done at
two a.m. when no one is on the system, and someone must be there to
switch the magnetic tapes.
One DAT tape, by the way, can
hold 1.2 gigabytes of memory, which

will fit on the disks we have now. The
five 456-meg disk drives we have for
the current system can be placed on
the new system, and four more have
been requested, along with two 900meg drives and a TK70 drive. All
these drives will make for a lot of
spare memory to support the Vax
4000. New printers will hopefully
come in with the system, and terminal drivers, which will handle the
individual terminals as if they were
PCs, thus giving less busy-work for
the Central Processing Unit.
John Stafford, the systems manager for the Vax, says that everything
coming in will be state of the art.
Some projects, such as the AS/400Vax hookup, are worked as far as they
can go until new software gets out on
the market.
Other news on the systems include
the WHO and FINGER commands,
which help to identify other users and
communicate information about them
and International Macintosh. With
this, Stafford connected his Mac in
Somsen to a Mac in Tokyo in 15 seconds, then downloaded a file from
there to here in about the same amount
of time. It took more time to download the file to the Vax then it did to
copy it across 6620 miles.
"We're real pleased with how this
is going," said Stafford, and the rest of
the department should agree. With
the expanded demands on the system
from the computer science
department's new curriculum and the
necessary CPU space for added
higher-level languages (such as LISP
and ADA), the new system will be
just what the doctor ordered.

sional five year veteran of "cartoon
cocktails" Olson, makes a person
wonder why she's been here five
years. This whole article makes a
person wonder where our priorities
are. Of all the things to do on a beautiful fall Sa turday morning,, "cartoon
cocktails" are the last thing a person
should think of doing uniess they can' t
see any pleasure without a drink or
two.

time of the year.
Nov; I'm not totally against drinking but this idea of cartoon cocktails is
really ridiculous. Maybe it's because
some of us college students work 2530 hours a week and carry 16 credits.
Also some of us feel that life is too
short and our spare time is for appre- Tim Scharmer
ciating life not to glorify drinking. Amazed Senior Secondary TeachAnd as far as this so called profes- ing Social Science major

Addition to last week's Forum article 'Race to Save
the Planet' deserves special attention" by David Sterling: To come try out the discussion group mentioned phone
452-8504 or 452-4949 for meeting times and places.

Winonan Forum
As a place for readers to discuss
with other readers an issue, topic or
concern which interests them, the Winonan
Forum section was introduced
at the beginning of this year.
Take advantage of this opportunity and
let others know what you have to say in
the Winonan
***Commentaries, as well as Letters to the Editor, may be dropped
off in the Winonan Office before Fridayat noon prior to the next publication. Names must accompany submissions. The Winonan reserves the right to edit submissions for content, clarity and space.
Submissions will run in order received.
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What's Goin' On
College Republican meetings

Employment assistance

The College Republicans meet
Tuesdays at 6 p.m. in the Purple
Rooms. For information call 4541125.

Anyone gradua ting before Sept. 1,
1991 is invited to attend placement
sessions. Placement services will be
explained, registration materials reviewed, employer directories distributed and job strategies discussed.
Sessions are OctI 6 for all students
from the College of Science and Engineering and Oct. 30 for all students
from the College of Education. All
sessions will be held in Minne Hall,
Room 107 from 3 to 4 p.m.

English/math placement tests
The English/math placement
tests will be given on Oct. 16 from 6
to 8 p.m. in Minne 107, Oct. 17 from
12 to 2 p.m. in Minne 108 and Oct. 19
from 8 to 10 a.m. in Minne 107.
All new students must take the
English and math placement exams.
Transfer students who have credit
for college level English and /or math
courses are exempt, however. Admitted students may take the exam
at any scheduled time prior to registering for their initial English and
math courses.
Students must register to take the
tests by visiting the Advising and
Retention Office, Somsen 113, or by
calling 457-5587. Photo I.D. is required at testing site.

Fencing Club meetings
Do you like a good workout? Do
you like a challenge that's different
and unique? Perhaps, you should
try some fencing with the WSU Fencing Club. The club meets every
Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in Talbot
Gym. For more information call
Diane at 454-3951.

Math and statistics speaker
Dr. Richard F. Gunst from Southern Methodist University will give a
lecture entitled "Experimental Design
and Statistical Modeling in an Experiment on Ozone Formation" on Oct.
10. The talk will be held in Gildemeister Hall, Room 156 at 4 p.m. An informal talk will follow.
On Oct. 11, Dr.Gunst will travel to
Rochester to give a lecture entitled
"Quality Improvement of Industrial
Products Using Statistically-Designed
Experiments" a t the WSU-Rochester
Center. This talk will begin at 3 p.m.
The college's entrance will have the
room number.
WSU's department of mathematics and statistics is sponsoring the
event.

Exercise Tutorial
The human body as a whole and
its parts (arms, legs, trunk) can be
classified as to the degrees of thinness, thickness and/or muscularity

they possess.
Nautilus Fitness Center Manager
and WSU Exercise Science Major
Linda Schmal will present her research
paper on a method used to measure
"Somatotype." Hands on measurement will follow.
The tutorial is scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 25 from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Memorial Hall, Room 210.

Commencement meeting
The Commencement Committee
members are holding a meeting for all
interested students who want to
comment on or propose changes for
commencement exercises. The meeting is Oct. 16 at 3 p.m. in Dining Room
G of Kryzsko Commons.

Microcomputer seminars

Dale Warlund Singers
Saturday, Oct. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Page Theatre on St. Mary's Campus
the Dale Warlund Singers, one of the
country's premier performing and
recording ensembles, will perform a
variety of "a capella" music. Tickets
are $8 for adults, $3 for students and
senior students.

Haircuts Only

Recycling task force meeting

The Citizen Advisory Board of
WSU's radio station, KQAL-FM will
be meeting Friday, Oct. 19 at 11 a.m.
in Room 133 of the Performing Arts
Center. The meeting is open to the
public.

The recycling task force willmeet
on Thursday, Oct. 11 in Dining Room
A in Kryzsko Commons. The coordina tor of the Winona County Recycling Program will speak.

Career day

As part of the WSU Homecoming festivities a 5-kilometer walk or
run around Lake Winona is scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 13 at 9 a.m.
Participants may register either
Friday, Oct. 12 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the Alumni House, 227 W.
Wabasha or Sa turda y, Oct. 13 across
from the Lake Band Shell, one hour
before the race begins.
All finishers receive T-Shirts.
The entry fee is $7 in advance and
$8 the day of the race.

5-kilometer walk or run
WSU's Placement Department and
St. Mary's College is holding the Second Annual Career Day on Thursday
Oct. 18 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the St.
Mary's Field house.
All students, faculty and staff are
invited to attend. People can visit
with representatives from a broad
range of companies, agencies and nonprofi t organiza tions and ga ther information about career opportunities,
hiring practices, internships, products,
services and more.
Van shuttle service will be available for those students without transportation. The van will pick up students from the main WSU campus at
the shuttle pick-up points, leaving on
the hour beginning at 10 a.m. The
shuttle will return students to the
College of St. Teresa and WSU campuses in time for the next hour class,
leaving St. Mary's at twenty minutes
to the hour throughout the day.
Capacity is limited, so car pooling is
encouraged.
All students are encouraged to
attend—there is no charge. Posters
will be displayed listing employers
who will be attending.

Art Exhibit
This October an exhibit in the
Paul Watkins Gallery at WSU entitled "Works by New WSU Art
Department Faculty" will feature oil
paintings and mixed-media drawings by Paul Burmeister and ceramic
sculptures by Anne Scott Plummer.
The show runs Oct. 8 to 30. A
reception for the artists will be held
Oct. 10 from 7 to 9 p.m.
Editors Note: Submission Deadline
for "What's Goin' On" is noon on the
Fridayprior to the next publication date.
Submissions will be run according to
event dates and space.

WINONA'S ORIGINAL

$4.95

454-8125
Corner of Mark & Main
Only one block away from campus

(Ends 10/13/90 )

* GET TO KNOW US*
WE ALSO CARRY:
• Balloons
• Precious Moments
• Party Goods
• Stuffed Animals
• Large Selection of Cards

A FREE Seminar for
SENIOR YEAR Nursing
Students

2Z

1=3
P

Gifts for all occasions in all price ranges
Get punched at Gregory's Hallmark,
Start your punch card and SAVE!

Transition is a one-day program
designed to help you make the
transition from student to
.M professional.

Saturday, October 27, 1990
This no-cost seminar includes
sessions, lunch and breaks. Mayo
Medical Center will cover the cost of
lodging for out-of-town participants
at the Kahler Hotel.

Winona Mall • 454 -3160
Nightly Dinner Speoials

Sessions include:

Starting at 9:00 Each Wed.
2 different comedians from around
the U.S. will perform at the Black Horse
Bar & Restaurant. Reservations are accepted.
Admission is $3.50

PIZZA BUFFET!
EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY EVENING
FROM 4:30 - 8:30. ENJOY ALL THE
PIZZA , PASTA, SALAD BAR, GARLIC
BREAD, AND SODA POP AND WATCH
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL.

r
THE ORIGINAL PIZZA BUFFET
FOR JUST
$ 4.29 PLUS TAX
YOUR ENTIRE GROUP CAN
ENJOY FOR JUST $4.29 EACH
WITH THIS COUPON
EXPIRES 11-30-90

• Chemical Dependence in the
Hospitalized Patient
• Coping Measures for the
Oncology Nurse
• Financial planning for the Young
Professional
• InVitro Fertilization
• Transition: From New Graduate
to Expert Nurse
• Discharge Planning for Senior
Adults: Special Needs for
Special People
• Overview of Organ Transplantation
• Preparing for the Job Search
• Technological Advances in
Outpatient Surgery

IIMMEN

(Chicken Wings)

6-10

CAB of KQAL-FM meeting

"Hairstyles For Your Life Style"

This week only
10% off with student ID

p.m.

Beer, Chicken Wings, Fries and Coleslaw

T,Qoe 12
C5\141

FCA Meetings
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes meets Wednesday evenings, Oct.
3, 17, 31 at 7 p.m. in Dining Room A.
i All students are welcome.

HIS & HERS

Your Hallmark away from home

$6

Holocaust Film
In conjunction with the speakers
and programs offered through the
Holocaust Series at WSU, a film entitled "The Anne Frank Ballet" will be
shown on Oct. 23 at 1 p.m. in the
Somsen Auditorium.
WSU professor Gretchen Cohenour is showing the film to her dance
appreciation class, and it will also be
open and free to the public.
After Frank's death at the Bergen Belsenconcentration camp, her father
granted choreographer Adam Darius
exclusive permission to translate her
dairy into ballet.
For more information contact
Cohenour at 457-5575.

Two Microcomputer seminars are
being offered this fall: "LOTUS 1-2-3:
An Introduction" and "Wordperfect
5.0."
The LOTUS 1-2-3 seminars will be
held from 3 to 6 p.m. on six consecutive Wednesdays beginning Oct. 17
and ending Nov. 21.
The Wordperfect seminar will be
held from 3 to 6 p.m. on four consecutive Thursdays beginning Oct. 18 and
ending Nov. 21.
Prerequisite for both seminars is
"Introduction to Microcomputers."
The WSU Small Business Development Center (SBDC) and the
Winona Area Training Consortium

Gregory's Hallmark

Every
Wednesday
is...

are co-sponsoring the seminars. For
more information call 457-5088.

Deadline Or registration is Oct. 17, 1990

Call collect 507-286-7030

for registration information and
•
brochure.

ot,e

Transition is sponsored by

Mayo Medical Center

Rochester, Minnesota 55903-6057

Bar and Restaurant • Highway 61 So. • 454-3899 or 454-1049

An Aimmdlive Arlion/Lriudl Opporionit!, Employer

Enhance your state university experience by
Spending a year at the new

Minnesota State University - Akita campus
located in

JAPAN

2ND AND JOHNSON; ACROSS FROM MINGLES
FAST HOT DELIVERY 454-3403
-- WE DELIVER -PIZZA • SUBS • CHARGRILLED BURGERS •
CHICKEN FILETS • CHICKEN • SHRIMP •
APPETIZERS • PASTA • SALADS •

Remanufacture Your

LASER PRINTER
& PC COPIER
Toner Cartridges

Learn Japanese language, history and culture both in the classroom and in your

spare time by living with Japanese students on campus or traveling in Japan during
quarter breaks.

Classes Begin April 15, 1991
Scholarships Available
Pay Minnesota Tuition Rates
Application Deadline: December 1, 1990
For More Information, Contact:
Dr. Fulton Gallagher
Department of Music
Bemidji State University
1500 Birchmont Drive NE
Bemidji, MN 56601-2699
(218) 755-3930

Ms. Patricia Peterson
Department of Foreign Languages
MSU Box 53 PO Box 8400
Mankato State University
Mankato, MN 56002-8400
(507) 389-2116

Mr. John Burton
Office of Academic Advising
Metropolitan State University
121 Metro Square Building
St. Paul, MN 55101
(612) 296-4455

Ms. Jill Holsen
Office o1 International Programs
Moorhead State University
1104 Seventh Avenue S.
Moorhead,' MN 56563
(218) 236-2956

Dr. Roland Fischer
International Studies Center
St. Cloud State University
Admin. Services Building 116
St. Cloud, MN 56301
(612) 255-4287

Dr. Gerrit Groen
Office of Academic Affairs
Southwest State University
Marshall, MN 56258
(507) 537-6246

Dr. Ruth Forsythe
Department of English
Winona State University
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 457-5429

Dr. Charles J. Graham
Office of International Programs
Minnesota State University System
555 Park Street -- Suite 230
St. Paul, MN 55103
(612) 296-5284

Our Remanufactured Cartridges provide crisper and darker prints -for text,
graphics, and line art with20-50% longer
life. Free local pickup & delivery with 48
hour return. Laser Vrinter Maintenance
available. Backed by years of experience
and our

100% GUARANTEE

—Laser Product-Teehnologies
800-999-9749
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Poetry by moonlight
Upper leff:
Josh Jacobs blows on the fire to get the blaze started.

Upper right:
A student reads "At the Midnight Hour," a suspensefilled short story that he had written.

Left center:
Chrisfian Peterson reads a poem by the light of his
flashlight during the moonlight poetry reading on Wolf
Spider Island last Thursday night.

Right center:
Assistant Professor of English Gary Eddy puts another
log on the fire. Eddy is the faculty advisor for Grub
Street.

Lower lett:
Christian Peterson roasts a hot dog over the open fire.

Lower right:
The moonlit landscape provided for a perfect atmosphere for poetry readings.

C

Photos by Jennifer von AlImen
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Unless you really enjoy reading mantrais,
get a Macintosh.
Tim Moses
Computer Science
Vanderbilt University
Y'

"Macintosh practically eliminates the
need to keep manuals new to my computer,
because—regardless of which program I'm
using—I can open, close, save, and print files
in exactly the same way. And you can't say
that about any other computer.
"Today lots of other computers are attempting
to look and work like a Macintosh, but it's just not
possible.They're too fundamentally different
to begin with. This may sound a little
strange, but comparing a Macintosh to
other computers is like comparing
apples to oranges.You can squash the
orange into shape and paint it to look
like an apple, but underneath the
makeup, it's still an orange.
"It's funny—I work at the Vanderbilt
computer store and I've seen lots
of people switch from other computers to Macintosh, but I've never seen
anybody with a Macintosh switch to
another computer."

For further information visit
Soinsen Hall Room 207
Computing Lab

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.

C 1990 Apple ComOoter, Inc. APIA. the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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A dose of magic opens. Homecoming
NACA Variety Entertainer of the Year keeps Somsen audience enthralled
By JENNIFER PETTIT
Winonan Staff
While the Olypmics begin with a
torchlight parade, Winona State
Jniverstiy kicked off Homecoming
week by blowing-off a Sunday night
of studying for a little magic.
. That magic came from Craig
Karges in Somsen Auditorium.
According to Jodi Marafiot, president of University-Programming
Activities Committee (UPAC), she
saw Craig Karges at a National Associationof Campus Activities last year.
She immediately thought he would
be great for Winona State.
Marafiot, who had seen him twice
before his perfomance Sunday night
said, "He is absolutely unbelievable.
Everything he does has a little psychic power in it."
She elaborated on this to say that
his act is a mixture of magic and mindreading.
Karges confirmed this when he
opened his act by telling the audience
that he is not a psychic but an enterainer. He said his act contains the
three elements of illusion (magic),
mindreading and intuitive ( mental)
powers.
He also asked the audience a series
of rhetorical questions about their own
psychic abilities, perhaps to demonstrate that the audience did not know
they existed or perhaps that he is not
inhuman. At any rate, this got the
audience going, however, you could
still hear skepticism being whispered
throughout the auditorium.
He asked for volunteers from the
audience, about a handful of people
raised their hands. He then performed
...in act of psychometry, which is touching an object and being able to tell
something about its owner.
He gave a secret away when he
asked the audience to gauge the vol-

"He is absolutely unbelievable. Everything
he does has a little
psychic power."

on those three ideas.
He then used 'automatic writing' as
the tool for retreiving information about
people from the audience. •
One of these people had the intitials
SG, had written down the number 776
and Karges guessed her thought as,
"Why are there curtains on the wall in
here (Somsen Auditorium)?"
It was confirmed that the question

had just previously been in someone's
thoughts.
At times he is visibly tense. For instance when using psychokenesis with
and audience member to move a table
around the stage, his muscles tightened,
sweat poured off his forehead, his voice
tensed and his eyes narrowed becoming mere slits.
He left an awed .audience by telling

them they currently use only about
10 to 20 percent of their brain capacity, that everyone is walking around
with a giant computer in his head
and that all people have to do is learn
how to use it.
He said these thoughts "Are in
every single one of us.
After the performance the stage
was mobbed. People wanted to know

Jodi Marafiot

unteers' reaction as he was showing
the object. However, he then went on
to face the audience and show the
volunteers the objec t behind his back •
and guess who it belonged to without seeing thei•reaction.
He continued his repertoire of
magic in a fluid manner colored with
many jokes.
To combat audience resistance
from believing what they are seeing
he has offered $10,000 payable to
charity if they can proove that he
uses "stooges" or plants in the audience.
It may have looked to many that
this was too good to be true. In act
after act he continued to prove himself again and again.
After acts like having himself
blindfolded and guessing objects
brought up on stage from the audience he announced, "It's time for the •
mindreading part of the show, you
might want to start cleaning things
up.'
He had asked audience members
to fill out a slip of paper with their
initials, personal information such
as social security number or address
and a thought.
Because time did not permit everyone from filling out slips of paper,
he asked the audience to concentrate

A surprised Barbara Wilson reads off a list from a
sealed envelope. The list prepared earlier by mind

personal information about coming
events or how he learned the "tricks"
of his trade.
One person asked if he was married, when he replied that he was, she
asked, "Isn't your wife terrified of you?
I would be."
Angie Pehrson, a freshman nursing major said she was somewhat
skeptical when she came to see the
show. Her attitude changed, however,
after Karges linked a ring to two others and she saw it with her own two
eyes.
"It (being a participant) made me
really believe in him," she said.
Karges, 33, from West Virginia, said
he has always had an interest in magic.
"I had a precognitive dream when
I was nine,' he said.

But it wasn't until he saw a mentalist perform that the magic bug bit
him.
Although he has been performing shows since his middle teens it has
only been in the last ten years that he
has been making his living at it.
His uncle also had an impact on
his profession. Karges said his uncle
was in vaudeville as a high class fortune teller and a little bit of a con man.
His uncle helped him learn the "psychological aspects of being a mentalist."
Karges performs about 180 shows
a year and says that some months are
busier than others. When he is not
working shows he is working on new
routines but finds it hard to practice
them because everything is based on
audience interaction.
Despite Karges having no desire
to become famous, he was named the
1990 Variety Entertainer of the Year
by the National Association of Campus Activities (NACA)and the 1990
Performer of the Year by the InternaRob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff
tional Psychic Entertainers Associareader Craig Karges perfectly matched four stipula- tion.

tionsstudents had just made for an imaginary car.

New faculty hired to increase language offerings
By PAM JOHNSON
Winonan Staff

This year students at Winona State
University will have the opportunity
to select from added foreign language
courses.
Two new faculty members were
hired in the foreign language department to make this possible.
Rosine Tenenbaum, a native of
Paris, France, and Tim Frisk of Minneapolis, Minn., joined the department
this year in order to develop the foreign language program.
"It seems for the longest time it was
neglected," Tenenbaum said.
The search for faculty members
lrose two years ago when the College

of Saint Teresa closed and there was
a void in the French program, according to Jacob Steigerwald, professor of German and a member of
the search committee.
"In all of southeastern Minnesota
there is no university that has a French
major," Steigerwald said.
He said that prompted,the chairman to push for implementing the
program.
Although students can receive a
major or minor in French, the program will not be listed in the catalog
for the years 91-93 until it's approved
by the Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB).
Both Tenenbaum and Frisk have
a large French and Spapish back-

•
ground.
Tenenbaum arrived in the U.S. in
1970 after receiving her masters in
French and Spanish.
She said this country meant freedom to her.
For 14 years, Tenenbaum taught at
the University of North Dakota.
She said she was pleased when they
contacted her about the job at Winona
State.
"I have a grin on my face that hasn't
quite left," Tenenbaum said.
She added that the educational sys- .
tern in Minnesota is good.
"In Minnesota they take education
seriously," she said. "I find the student
as well prepared here as the East Coast
students."

Her advice to others is to take a
foreign language seriously if they want
to compete and not be left behind.
When Tenenbaum isn't teaching, she
often travels to Spain where she owns a
house.
Frisk is currently teaching two Spanish courses and one French course.
"I find that learning languages is a
little easier for me," he said.
He had the opportunity to go to
France when he was 19-years-old and
later received a degree in French.
"Probe an educated person you must
know a foreign language," Frisk said.
The two professors have had the
chance to become acquainted with one
another since their arrivals.
"She's a fireball and all full of enthu-

siasm," Frisk said of Tenenbaum.
"She's extremely friendly," said
Abd ellah Laa raj, senior business major. "She brings the whole French
culture, not just the language to the
university which makes -her lectures
in French possess an original French
attitude."
Nancy Edstrom, professor of
French, said, "Absolutely they both
have a wealth of French and Spanish
background, and they're dynamic
teachers."
Steigerwald added, "We 'are
happy to have them here. They have
a rich background which wolo be
conducive to building our
in the foreign language

Tim Frisk

Students get starring
roles in own videos
By LEANNEVALERIANO
Winonan Staff

Deb Benedett/Wlnonan Staff
Adam Herndon and his RA Andy Bell simulate a
water ski scene for the video they made during

Fun Flicks Tuesday: The event was sponsored by
UPAC.

Wouldn't i tbe exciting to watch yourself on television riding a skateboard, or
motorcycle, or even a magic carpet?
Wouldn't it be even better to be in your
own music video, without even having
a record contract, or bandfor that matter? Well, last Monday and Tuesday
Winona State University students had
just that opportunity courtesy of U-PAC
and Fun Flicks, a division of the Kramer
Agency.
- What students had the opportunity
to do was ride, dance, or act in front of
a green screen. What they got back on
videotape was a numerous array of
backgrounds.
Gary Laundre, a representative who
owns the Fun Flicks show, explained
that the technical term for this process is
video matting. He said that a good way
to describe how the process works is to
look at how weather reports are done
on television. A weather map is behind
the weatherman, Laundre said, but
nothing is there except a blue or green
screen. All the graphics are done by a
computer.
Laundre said the computer picks up
the blue or green and replaces it with its
own image. It's not a projected image,
Laundre said, it's the computer picking
up anything that's blue or green and
replacing it with its own image and if

"Walt Disneyworld and
the MGM studios are
more limited than we
are."
Frank Mitidieri
you're not wearing blue or green,
you become a part of that image.
Frank Mitidieri, another representative for Fun Flicks, said the idea
came from a similar project at Walt
Disneyworld and MGM Studios, but
they (Fun Flicks) took the idea further. Mitidieri said theyare the only
mobile unit in the country.
They use $250,000 worth of stateof-the-art Sony equipment. They
have well over 100,000 special effects, three technicians, and a vast
music library.
"Walt Disneyworld and the
MGM Studios are more limited than
we are," Mitidieri said.
He also said that they are the only
show in the country, in the National
Association of Campus Activites,
that has a 100% re-booking rate.
"It's killing everywhere it goes,"
Mitidieri said. "It spreads like the
plague."
Dave. Reynolds, secretary-treasurer for U-PAC, said the show went
very well at Winona State.

"We haven't talked about it, but it
went over so well that I'm sure we'll
have them back," Reynolds said.
Reyonolds said that they.decided
to book Fun Flicks a fter Jody Marafiot,
U-PAC president, saw them at St.
Mary's College. Reynolds said that
Fun Flicks was at St. Mary's two to
three weeks ago and got grea t reviews.
"I loved it," Reynolds said. "I was
too chicken to do it, but I loved it."
Lynne Erikson, a senior criminal
justice major, said, "I thought it was
really good, fun, interesting. People
became potential stars."
"I thought that they were a lot a
fun to watch, " said Sandi Burton, a
senior English major. "It was a great
opportunity for students to be in front
of the camera. I'd like to see it come
back. I thought it was great."
"I thought it was a good idea to get
the students involved. Too bad more
students didn't participate," said Mike
Pearson, a senior Marketing major.
According to a number of students,
one of the best videos done last Monday and Tuesday was an impersonation of Mick Jagger.
"It was hilarious," one student said.
"I'm sure Mick would be sweating if
he saw it."
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Club Baton in new hands
Corner
By MICHELLE PEARSON
Special to the Winonan

You may notice a new style in the Winona Symphony Orchestra this year. The new style is being introduced by the orchestra's new director, George Stelluto.
Stelluto, of Alexandria, Va., is a summa cum laude graduate of West Virginia University in 1983.
Stelluto has studied violin and orchestra at Yale.
Stelluto said he has plans for the orchestra.
"I think the thing I would like to establish is the importance of serious art music culturally, and how
it applies to life," Stelluto said.
He also said that it is necessary for all those involved to be serious about the symphony. Orchestra
members rehearse every Thursday night, some Saturdays, and also on the night of the performance in
the Performing Arts Center at Winona State.
Stelluto said that rehearsals are important because they help the orchestra to get through the mechanics of music.
"Just like you don't think about your breathing, I don't want them to be bogged down by technical
concerns. I just want them to be able to express the music," Stelluto said.
Stelluto said this is important for the audience also.
"All this music points to and expresses some of our most profound human struggles and aspirations. The music is for anybody, no matter what station in life you are in," he said.
Previously there were folk dancers who made appearances at the orchestra concerts. This year there
are none scheduled in the four-concert subscription series.
"Because of my late arrival, I haven't had time to explore thoroughly the ways in which to program,
which are largely beneficial for both organizations," Stelluto said.
He wants to bring in a cellist from the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra to play solo with the orchestra.
Stelluto, who has conducted the Hartford Symphony Orchestra and the Peter Britt Music Festival Orchestra, said he enjoys working with the Winona orchestra.
"The possibilities are endless. We always try to get better. The enthusiasm among people in the
orchestra is growing and spreading. That's what I like to see," Stelluto said.
The orchestra is unusual because it is community supported, but also has a close relationship with
Winona State. The university provides a place for the orchestra to rehearse and perform, pays for the
music, and pays the conductor. The community side is made up of Winona Civic Music and the Winona
Music Guild.
Winona Civic Music handles tickets and is the board for the orchestra. It runs the orchestra from a
governing aspect, Stelluto said.
The Music Guild gives scholarships to students who play in the orchestra and who are studying
music.
Stelluto said, "This relationship between the university and the community could be a model for

Delta Sigma Pi
President: Erik Larson
Club Purpose: Delta Sigma Pi is
a co-ed business fraternity that provideS members with a growing
understanding of the business
world.
Club Activities: Delta Sigma Pi
activities include visiting professional businesses and providing
commmunity services.
Club Size: 26 members and 15
pledges.
How to join: The club has a
pledging process every fall . and
spring open to all full-time business majors attending Winona
State University. The pledge process in the spring will start the second week of March. There will be
informational meetings before this
time to ask any questions and find
out all about the club.

WSU's new orchestra director, George Stelluto.

Deb Benedett/Whonan Staff

other colleges."
Musicians are students from Winona State, as well as non-student players from
Winona, LaCrosse, and other communities.
The first concert of the orchestra will be Oct. 28 in the Performing Arts Center at
Winona State.
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STEVE DANUSER

Record Review
Before I begin the column proper
for this week, allow me to insert a
small disclaimer regarding the last
installment of Into the Groove. I was
as shocked as anyone, when, upon
reading my column (the most exciting
part of my week, I assure you), I discovered to my horror that my beloved
logo had been violated by the sickening motto "Poison Rules." Being the
megalomaniac that I am, I immediately charged into the Winonan office
and demanded an explanation. The
result was a new graphic for the column.
Okay, now on to some serious
record reviewing, and, yes, I am actually going to do a straight music review. Well, sorta. You know I can't do
anything exactly by the book, right? I
wouldn't be happy if I didn't throw in
a little excerpt from Steve's Theory of
Music and Life in General, you know.
Hopefully everyone has heard by
now that Minnesota's homegrown
heroes The Replacements have come
out with a new album, titled All Shook
Down. Their latest project follows in
the footsteps of their last release, Don't
Tell a Soul, in at least one respect: the
fact that both these records are significantly, shall we say, mellower, as
compared to their earlier work. Gone,
for the most part, is the grungy guitar
grind of albums like Stink, Hootenanny,
and Tim, replaced by poppy, catchy
songwriting, and even (gasp!) ballads.
All Shook Down differs from its
predecessor, however, in that it has a
significantly rougher feel, as compared
to Soul's slick, heavily produced
sound. The 'Mats are heard between
tracks joking, talking, and laughing,
which reminds one particularly of
1987's masterpiece Pleased to Meet Me.
The band seems to be enjoying making this album, whereas there was no
such indication with Don't Tell a Soul.
Guest stars abound on this album;
particularly of note is the contribution

of Velvet Underground alumnusJohn
Cale on perhaps. the album's most
beautiful track, "Sadly Beautiful." But
if your tastes hark back to the old
days, check out the opening cut,
"Merry Go Round," fora slightly more
rock-oriented approach.
This leads to-the part where my
music theory comes in. Some fans
from the 'Mats' early days have accused the band of becoming "w impy" because of their new, quieter
approach. While I can understand
their point, I must ask them a question in return: what do you expect?
Do you think artists can go on, year
after year, album after album, churning out the same• type of songs? I
would think they'd get bored out of
their minds (of course, the Grateful
Dead haven't flipped out yet, but I
believe them to be close). How long
do you expect to do the same kind of
work? All your life? Statistics will
prove you wrong.
Of course, moving from one type
of music to another always gets a group
flack, especially when it's from a
harder sound to a softer one. Or
consider Rush, who have gone
through more phases than an adolescent male before his first date, but still
have somehow managed to retain a
fan or two. Another exception would
be Ministry, who moved from synthpop to industrial carnage, and developed a whole new crowd (and a scary
one at that).
So what am I getting at? Change is
a natural part of life; and we should
expect it in every area, even our music. After all, if we keep listening to
the same things over and over, we fall
into big, nasty ruts, and so do our
artists. So lay off The Replacements,
they're only human (albeit musical
demigods).
That's it for this installment, next
time I'll return with who-knows-what
banner waving from my flagpole.
Until then, keep your feet on the
ground, and. . . hey, anybody else
remember that one?
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You can purchase a 12" pepperoni or
sausage extra cheese pizza... for
ONLY $5.00. * C•iginal crud only.

WEDNESDAY ON LY
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909 W. 5th
454-3030

FOOD & DRINK
Check out our new
lunch menu

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A SUMMER STUDENT NURSING
EXPERIENCE AT MAYO FOUNDATION
HOSPITALS
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo
Medical Center for the summer.
Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work
experience at Saint Marys. Hospital and
Rochester Methodist Hospital, both part of
Mayo Medical Center in Rochester,
Minnesota.

NEW THIS YEAR

NOW FEATURING

You are eligible for Summer III after your
junior year of a four year baccalaureate
nursing program. It includes experience on
medical and surgical nursing units or in
operating rooms.
Application Deadline:
December 1, 1990
Benefits include:

ITALIAN SAUSAGE & BEEF SANDWICHES

HOMECOMING SPECIAL
r-

I

Italian Beef with French Fries
$3.50 with Coupon

• Hourly salary of $8.45
• Differentials of $.50/hour for evenings,
$.60/hour for nights
• Subsidized apartment living
• Orientation, tours, discussion groups

Sunday

Monday
Old Milwaukee Night
Study Break—Happy Hour Prices
11 p.m. to close

Tuesday
Mixed Drinks By The Pitcher
8 p.m. to Close
Study Break—Happy Hour Prices
11 p.m. to close

Wednesday
Tap Beer, 8 p.m. to close $1.00 Cover

Thursday
Coin Night, $3.00 Cover

Friday
Double Happy Hour
3 p.m. to 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. to close
Free Hors d'oeuvres 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Saturday

Mayo Medical Center

Ma 0

Nuiping Recruitment
P.O. Box 6057
Rochester, Minnesota 55903-6057
1 800-247-8590
1-507-255-4314

Open 7 days a week
12 noon

Happy Hour Prices
For The Football Game

For more information contact:

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

575 Huff 454-1110

No other coupadditions
Or
offer.
substitutions,
With this
accepted
E DISCONNINUED
MOB
Will4OUT NOT10E

Progressive Pitchers
Noon to 3 p.m.

co
■ ••
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Friday, Oct. 12
"The Eighties"
Treasure hunt (final clue)
Alumni "Welcome Back"
reception at Alumni House 4
to 8 p.m.
Pep rally, 5 p.m. Kryzsko Commons Courtyard
Fitness fair, 12 noon to 5 p.m.,
Kryzsko Commons Courtyard
Coronation ceremony, 8 p.m. in
Somsen Auditorium
Formal royalty reception, 9
p.m. Baldwin Lounge
•
Dance, "Streamers," 9 p.m.,
East Cafe,
Kryzsko Commons

Saturday, Oct. 13

MI WINONA n
.
STATE -SW
UNIVERSITY
1990

"The Nineties"
Homecoming 5K walk/run, 9
a.m. Lake Park
Parade, 10 a.m. Huff St. from
Second to Mark Streets
6th Annual Athletic Hall of Fame
Luncheon, 11:15 a.m.
Pregame rally, 1 p.m.,
Maxwell Field
WSU Warriors vs. Michigan
Tech 1:30 p.m., Maxwell Field
Pizza and beverage stand at
Maxwell Field during game
Halftime performance by WSU
Warriorettes
Introduction of Hall of Fame
Inductees and
Homecoming royalty
Football mums sold during game
by A.S.P.A.
"Fifth Quarter" Social for WSU
alumni, 4:30 p.m., Zach's on the
Tracks
Comedian Rhondell Sheraton,
7 p.m., Somsen Auditorium

Wednesday, Oct. 10
"The Sixties"
Treasure hunt continues
Tye-dying demonstration and
sale and Lip sync/air band
contest, Kryzsko Commons
Courtyard

Pa
e
LINE-UPD
Winona Police Escort
1990 Homecoming Banner
U.S. Army Reserve Colorguard
Grand Marshal/Heritage Award
WSU President Darrel Krueger
and wife Nancy
State University Board
Member Frank Furlin
WSU Pep Band
1989 Royalty
1990 Hall of Famer
—Gus Johnson
1990 Hall of Famer
—Wayne Kannel
1990 Hall of Famer
—Everett Johnson
1990 Hall of Earner
—Gene Schultz
Purple Penguin
Goodview Fire Truck
' WSU Cheerleaders
Caliope—Alumni Society
Catfish Days—Trempleau
Former Hall of Famers
' PALS
Circle K
- Cotter High School Band
Disabled Veterans
Warriorettes
Winona Senior High
Dance Team
Black Cultural Awareness
LaCrescent Applefest
Alpha Epsilon Rho
WSU DFL
State Representative
Gene Pelowski

Thursday, Oct. 11
"The Seventies"
Treasure hunt continues
Final king and queen elections
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m.
Dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
McCown Gymnasium
(Music by "Johnny Holm and the
Traveling Fun Show")

Andy Bell
Dan Campbell
Abdul Laaraj
Stephen Littlejohn
Yoe Rubado
Zy Sukafski

Koko Azuma
Ann Brauft
Lyneff Yohnson
Bessie King
Michelle Marth
Laurie Meyer

Homecoming Buttons are required for many events and will
be sold for one dollar each until
Oct. 7 in WSU Residence Halls,
Kryzsko Commons and local
Kwik Trip stores.

Winona Junior High Band
TKE
YMCA Gymnastics
Criminal Justice Club
Steamboat Days
WSU 1990 Homecoming
Royality
Holmen High School Band
1990 Homecoming Court
Winona Clown Club
Caledonia Founders Day
International Club
Barbershop Quartet
Onalaska Haunted House
American Marketing
Association
Delta X Gamma Sorority
Winona Senior High Band
Delta Phi Epsilon
Preston Trout Days
College Republicans
MNSA
Bud Girls
DeSoto High School Band
Frontier Days—Rushford
Theraputic Recreation Club
Delta Sigma Pi
U.S. Representative
Tim Penny
Alpha Omega Honore Society
Kwik Trip
St. Stanislaus Middle
School Band
Student Senate
Rotaract
Big Valley Riders
WSU Pep Band

lassifieds
L HELP

TED

Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary.
Excellent pay! Work at home.
Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent
income to assemble products
from your home. 504-646-1700
DEPT. p6728

SPRING BREAK 1991 - Individual or student organization
needed to promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and
valuable work experience. CALL
NOW!! Inter-Campus Programs:
1 800 327 6013.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

-

- $ 10

0

ONE
jIWNUESET

The fundraiser that's
working on 1800 college
campuses!
Your campus group can earn
up to $1000 in just one week.
No investment needed.
Be first on yourcampus.
A FREE gift just for calling.

Call Now
1-800-765-8472 Ext.90

This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-8 00-932-0528
Ext, 50
Start Your Own Career in a
fast, growing business. Sales
experience not necessary. For
appointment, call Mike, 4526792 from 4-10pm.
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or organizations
promoting our Spring Break
packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call
Campus Marketing 1-800-4235264.

11,000'S Research Papers On-File!
Custom Writing Also!!! (Rush Service)
Send $2.00 or Call For A Catalogue.
MC •• VISA •• AMEX 66 1-800-447-2431
-

10 5 Sam Monica Blvd. (ti201) W. LcsAn:eles, CA 9 00 25

-

Best Fundraiser On-Campus!
Looking for a fraternity, sorority
or student organization that
would like to earn $500-$1,000
for a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking.
Ashley/Jeanine (800) 592-2121.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at $5000 more!

RAISE A
THO U$AN D
IN A WEEK

-

Professional Papers, Inc.

I

SERVICES

I
I

FOR S

A

E

Certified Mechanic Sellin g ' 81
Plymouth Arrow pick-up with
topper, '75 Honda 750cc
motorcycle, '67 Buick Skylark
and Chevy Citation. Call Jim
after 3pm or 454-4479 until 9pm.

FOR SALE: PFS first choice 2.0
workbook and user's guide, $20.
Marge Ness, 454-7138.

I

RESEARCH PAPERS I MISCELIANECOU I
19,278 to choose from — all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
Hot Frey
o t L 'rip

800-351-0222
in Calif. (213)477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

INSTANT
CASH LOANS
•No waiting
'No credit check
RIVERVIEW GUN & PAWN
NearSecond and Washington

452-2125

I

Needed: Rides to Gustavus Ad.
College or Mankato - Weekends
throughout the school year.
Call Suzy 452-0377
Hey You!!! Got a dirty car?
Need it washed? Well, bring it to
K-MART parking lot Sunday
10:30-3:OOpm. $2_/car, $3/truck!
Cheap? Darn Right It Is!!! See
you there!!!

Hey PI LAMS! Get psyched for
the 2nd Annual BARBEQUE
BASH this weekend and don't
forget the BAKE SALE Thursday-lower hyphen, KRYZSKO
COMMONS. Stop by and
" FATTEN-UP" for WALK-OUT! !
Fraternally, the BETA pledge
class of PI LAMBDA PHI

3 BR APT available for occupancy anytime between Nov. 1 &
Dec. 1. One block from WSU,
Cert. for 5. Tenants pay
electric. Price & length of lease
negotiable. Call Rich 452-8710
from 7am-3pm or 452-1419 after
9pm.

.
TKE PLEDGES
To the Gamma pledge class of
I Nu Kappa Colony; Welcome to
the fraternity for life! The fun has
just begun.
Your TKE brothers

WANTED
1 male to take over apartment
lease. Will be available winter
quarter. Fully furnished, have
own room, heat included.
Located behind Home Beverage.
For more information call Kevin
454-8454.
111.1kalgieleraLgill
AMY CLARK
Happy 21st Birthday..II
Ha
How were the 2 shots?
How was the porcelain god?
Have a nice deli -,
Jim
Happy Six Months, GEEK.
Here's to many more. I love you.
Your Viking-loving geek.
Happy One Year
"Love-Muffin"

From BD

Happy Birthday Jane Bertrand.
Love Daniel.
'

YUKON PAT
How was Charlie's Bathroom?
Good I hop.
How about another?
Jim
Yo Jackson
Happy Birthday, Babel
See you Fri. at the HQ of the RN
Love ya,
Nise
ELIZABETH!
We're glad you're back with us!
Lourdes Hall just wasn't the
same without you.
(p.s. 146 & 147)

Love ye!
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Spikers go 5-1 in NSC tournament
Improve to third place in conference
By TONY TORTORELLO
Asst. Sports Editor

The Winona State University volleyball team completed a successful
weekend by winning five and losing
one in the Northern Sun Conference
tournament.
WSU entered the tournament at
Southwest State in Marshall, Minn.
with a 1-3 record in the NSC. The tournament featured a complete round
robin schedule.
On Friday, the Warriors began play
with a pair of impressive victories,
beating the University of MinnesotaMorris 15-5, 14-16, 15-11, 15-8 and then
theybeat powerhouse UM-DUluth 1511, 15-13, 15-10. Duluth went into the
tournament with a 4-0 conference
record.
That was the first time WSU beat
Duluth in NSC play.
Amy Kolbet said the Warriors were
extremely proud of the victory over
UM-Duluth.
"It was exciting beating Duluth,"
she said. "We played good volleyball
and we won, not because Duluth
played bad."
Sue Brennan added, 'The team
played strong, and we did well with
blocks and digs. We all clicked at the
right time."
WSU won both matches on Satur-

"We have always been a good tournament team and
we were again, but I would have liked to have beat
Moorhead."
Lavonne Fiereck
day, defeating Bemidji State University 15-11, 12-15, 15-1, 15-1 and then
Southwest State 15-8, 5-15, 16-14, 1513 to make them 4-0 in the tourney.
"The teams were involved with the
wins, no matter on the floor or the
bench," Lavonne Fiereck said. "We
accomplished a great deal by going 40 in the tournament at that point."
On the final day of the NSC tournament, the Warriors swept past Northern State 15-2, 15-10, 15-13, and then
lost their final match to Moorhead
State 15-10, 15-7, 16-14.
"Against Moorhead, we were
mentally and physically tired," Brennan said.
- WSU finished the tournament with
a 5-1 record, and in the process improved its record to 6-4 in the NSC
and 18-8 overall.
Sherry Miller led in assists with
a three day total of 228. Brennan recorded 107 kills and Janet Wappes

added 71 kills and 20 blocks.
"We have always been a good
tournament team and we were again,"
Fiereck said. "I sure would have liked
to have beaten Moorhead too, but we
were just inconsistent. We had some
letdowns in some of the other matches,
but we always came back strong."
Brennan went into the tournament
rated fifth in the NSC in kills per game.
Janet Wappes and Miller were rated
eighth in service aces per game and
Miller was fourth in assists per game.
WSU was second in the NSC in
service aces per game and fifth in assists per game.
Winona State is now third in the
NSC and the next two conference
matches will determine their standing.
The Warriors host UM-Morris on
Friday for an NSC match and host the
Winona State Invitational on Saturday.

Kirk Goetz/Special to the Winonan

Gridders crushed Four new members Bergner leads
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

For the fifth time in six weeks the ors have given up over 600 yards in ofWinona State University Warrior fense.
football team played a ranked oppoThe Warriors trailed 31-0 at
nent.
halftime.
And for the fifth time the Warriors
Winona State got on the board in
lost to a ranked
the second half
opponent.
when
Jason
On SaturMitchell
conday the Warrinected with Dan
ors traveled to
Schumacher on a
Moorhead
14-yard scoring
State and were
play.
crushed 67-13.
The Warriors'
The loss
other score came
dropped WSU
on a 19-yard pass
to 0-2 in the
from Mark
Northern InterKilkuskie to Sean
collegiate ConSmith.
ference and 0-5
WSU managed
overall.
only 37 yards
Moorhead
rushing and 194
upped its recyards passing for
ord to 1-0 in the
a total of 231 yards .
NIC and 3-1
overall.
Mitchell was
"We got
10-27 for 132 yards
an old-fashand four intercepioned country
tions. Schumalicking," head
cher caught four
coach Tom
passes for 84
Hosier said.
yards. The Warri"They physiors also had six
cally beat us up. They whipped us in turnovers.
every phase of the game. We were not
WSU has another tough test this
ready to play and we showed it. We weekend as they face nonconference
were as cold as the weather. I certainly opponent Michigan Tech.
hope that we never have to go through
Last year the Warriors defeated
this again."
Michigan Tech 18-16 for their only
The Dragons rolled up over 600 win.
yards in total offense, including 416
CJametime is 1:30 p.m.
yards on the ground. This was the
second consecutive week the Warn-

Saturday

Mich. Tech vs.
WSU Maxwell
Field 1:30 p.m.

to be inducted into
WSU Hall of Fame
From News Services
Winona State University has
named four inductees to the Athletic
Hall of Fame for 1990-91. The four:
Wayne Kannel, Augustus Johnson,
Everett Johnson, and Gene Schultz
will be inducted at the Sixth Annual
Hall of Fame Luncheon on Saturday,
Oct. 13 at 11:15 a.m. in Dining Rooms
E-F-G of Kryzsko Commons at WSU.
Augustus "Gus" Johnson graduated from WSU in 1976, won four
letters in basketball, was All-Conference first-team center for four years,
set 24 basketball records at WSU, and
was drafted by NBA's Atlanta Hawks
in 1975. He was born in Memphis,
Tenn. and currently resides in Chicago, Ill.
Everett Johnson graduated from
WSU in 1929; won seven letters in
football, basketball, and track; was
captain of the 1926 football team; and
was an All-Conference running back.
He was born in Racine, Minn. and
now resides in Madison, Wis. and
Winter Park, Fla.
Kannel graduated from WSU in
1947, won eight letters in basketball
and baseball, was All-Conference
basketball in 1943, 1946, and 1947,
and was Honorary basketball captain in those years. He was born in
Plum City, Wis. and now resides in
Greendale, Wis.
Schultz graduated from WSU in
1969, won four letters in basketball
and baseball, was All-Conference

men to victory
By TRISH CATHER
Winonan Staff

basketball in 1968 and 1969, and was
This past Saturday, October 6, the
co-captain of WSU's 1968-69 championship basketball team. He was Winona State University men's cross
born in Winona and now resides in country team took first at the Northwestern Invitational in Roseville,
Lansing, Iowa.
During WSU's more than 130-year Minn.
The Warriors didn't seem to have a
history, many athletes, coaches, athletic directors, and faculty represen- problem with the competition due to
tatives have contributed to the dis- the fact that they were the only comtinction of the university. To honor plete team in the meet.
The Warriors split their squad into
these people Winona State University developed the Athletic Hall of two teams. The A team consisted of
juniors and seniors, who won the meet
Fame.
The purpose of this organization with 23 points. The B team was comis to pay tribute and give recognition posed of sophomores and freshman
to those people who have shown dis- that finished second with 32 points.
Concordia-St. Paul, Northwesttinctive, unique or exceptional ability while on campus and since gradu- ern, Norhtwestern Alumni and North
ation. The program is coordinated Central College were all incomplete.
The Warriors had 11 of the top 13
through the Intercollegiate Athletic
departments at WSU.
In order to be named to the Hall of
Fame, a player must be a graduate of
WSU, or a former coach/faculty
member, and a letter winner as
shown in university records. There
must be a lapse of at least 10 years
since the athlete or coach last participated at Winona State University.
By TONY TORTORELLO
Reservations for the Athletic Hall Asst. Sports Editor
of Fame Luncheon may be made by
calling the Office of Alumni Affairs,
On Oct. 5, the Winona State Uni(507) 457-5023. The Inductees will be versity women's cross country team
introduced at half-time of the WSU placed seventh out of 11 teams at
Homecoming football game with the Carleton Invitational in Northfield,
Michigan Tech. Oct. 13 at Maxwell Minn.
The Warriors were led by Lisa
Field.
Tolbert, who finished 18th in 20:27.
Tolbert has been the number one

finishers. Senior Wade Bergner won
the meet with the time of 26:09.
"The guys seemed to enjoy it, but I
was disappointed with it," said head
coach Daryl Henderson.
"I thought everyone ran well and
half of the team got their personal best
plus the others were close," Steve Maze
said.
Steve Maze placed 3rd with the
time of 28:23, followed by Andy Bilicki (4th, 28:30), Marc Moore (5th, ,
28:36), Bryan LeMonds (6th, 28:50),
Brent Gale (7th, 28:54) and Mitch
Elevbak (8th, 29:45).
"It wasn't as intense as the previous competition but yet there was still competition within the team," Marc
Moore said
The Warriors will be away at the
Drews Invitational next Saturday at
LaCrosse, Wis.

Women harriers
take 7th at Carleton
runner for WSU all season.
Other Warrior finishers were Kendra Larson (27th, 20:53), Cheryl Costello (45th, 21:51), Kristen Dempsey
(54th, 22:23), Carla Weller (59th, 22:51),
Missy Worner (61st, 22:56), Melissa
Aspen (62nd, 23:05), and Jennifer
Howes (107th, 25:19).

Winona State Hall of Fame
tacking female members
By LISA PARSONS
Special to the Winonan

The struggle for equality is still an
Issue at Winona State University.
In May of 1990, five more men
were chosen to be inducted to the Hall
)f Fame.
That brings the total number of
members in the Hall of Fame to 26, 24
)f which are male, 2 are female.
"I feel the inequity problem is offensive to the women athletes at
Winona State," women's head basket)all coach Alice Simpson said.
Simpson, who is on the Hall of
Fame committee, feels that there is no
season why at least one out of the five
,nductees shouldn't be a woman.
'This issue needs to be addressed
now before it goes on any further,"
Simpson said.
"A complaint hasn't been totally
iefined as of yet," affirmative action
afficer Lewis Liddell said. "Right now
females are not guaranteed a spot on
the Hall of Fame, this is considered a
>exual discrimination issue. The complaint falls under article seven, which
Teals with all forms of sexual discrimination. It also falls under title
nine, which specifically deals with sex

discrimination in sports."
He also stated that "when the
complaint is defined, an investigation
will be conducted to help resolve this
problem."
Since the complaint was filed,
Simpson has been busy gathering
information and surveys for the next
meeting.
"I have surveyed eight different
Hall of Fame programs which help
support the women's issue," Simpson
said.
Schools such as Illinois State University has a 49 to 131 women to men
ratio in their Hall of Fame. St. Cloud
State has a 7 to 52 ratio with no policy
about women representation.
Moorhead State's affirmative action
center helped formulate a policy for
one out of every four inductees be
female.
Simpson, who has been on the
committee for four years, wrote President Darrell Krueger stating that she
"would not continue to work on a
university committee that shows sex
bias and would assist in the rectifying
the inequity."
Krueger responded by referring the
inequity problem back to the committee.

The Hall of Fame committee is
made up of 12 members, three female,
nine males.
Each member has the opportunity
to nominate as many athletes as they
want as long as they meet the criteria
which is the same for both men and
women.
"This year the women collectively
nominated one woman, Doris Killian,
and she was the only woman nominated, still she did not make the Hall
of Fame," said Simpson.
"Only the top five vote getters get
inducted to the Hall of Fame, you'd
think that one woman a year would be
elected," said Simpson.
"Women work just as hard as men
do when it comes to sports. We put in
as much or more time and effort as
men do and I think that at least one
guaranteed spot in the Hall of Fame a
year is fair,' said co-captain of the
women's basketball team, Julie Hunger.
The Hall of Fame committee is
scheduled to meet soon to d iscuss what
is going to happen for the 1991 indictments.
The new inductees will be honored
at the Winona State Homecoming
football game on Oct. 13.

A student checks out the WSU Athletic Hall of Fame plaques in Memorial Hall.

See Harriers, page 14
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Popularity of intramurals increasing

Denise Bzoskie/Editor-in-Cheif
Darrin Denzer spikes the ball over the net during Intramural volleyball action last Monday. Intramural
football is also underway.

By JONATHAN MAZE
Winonan staff

Carol Dose/Photo Editor

REGGAE-REGGAE-REGGAE

WORLD ROOTS
APPEARING LIVE

There's something about sports
and the thrill of competition that attracts people.
The desire to be active and sweat it
out in organized orunorganized sports
overcomes many people of all ages
and abilities.
For those who have the ability and
the time, there are interscholastic college sports. Everything from golf to
baseball, swimming to hockey, college supplies the need for many to be
involved in organized sports.
Yet what about those who don't
have the ability or the time to be the
starting quarterback on the football
team or be the center on the women's
basketball team?
The obvious answer to that question is intramural sports.
Winona State students can satisfy
their need to be active in any sport
they choose from water-aerobics to
flag football to co-ed volleyball, at all
levels.

More people are discovering the
option of intramural sports. That is
according to Mark Bambenek, the
Intramural Sports Director at Winona
State.
"Generally there are more people
participating in intramural sports,"
Bambenek said. "We have two waterexcercise classes, weight room use is
up and interest in aerobics is up."
As to why he thinks intramurals
are becoming more popular, Bambenek said, "Intramurals aren't as
structured as organized sports. You
don't have to practice everyday and
you can still be active. You can still
play basketball 1 or 2 times a week.
"There are also different levels of
play so you don't have to be great to
play," Bambenek said.
There is also an "increased awareness of fitness." he said, as another
reason why more people are participating in intramurals.
Mark Nelson, member of the men's
basketball team, "Snapperheads,"
simply says, "I like the competition."
Freshman Bob Mathias, member

of the co-ed volleyball team, "Climax,"
says that the reason he plays an intramural sport is, "for the exercise and to
meet people."
"I played the sport [volleyball] in
high school and I like the sport."
Mathias said.
While the interest in intramurals
has increased, the interest in what type
of sport people play is changing.
"More people are getting into individual and co-ed sports rather than
regular team sports. " Bambenek said.
That is evidenced by the biggest
sport this fall, co-ed volleyball, which
has 50 different teams participating.
As to why the interest is changing,
he said, "Students have enough pressure put on them by school, they don't
want to worry about winning so much.
They just want to have fun.
"More students are getting into less
competitive sports such as the co-ed
sports." Bambenek said.
Mathias, however, gives a little
different answer to why he plays a
sport, "To meet members of the opposite sex."

AT

RASCAL' S
HOMCOMING WEEKEND OCT.12 AND 13
JAM TO MILWAUKEE'S BEST
$3.00 cover charge
REGGAE BAND
ALSO OCT.11,THURSDAY NITE
HODGE-PODGE 10 p.m.
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® the Original Family Haircutters -
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Female sports reporters should be given
the equality that is needed to do their job
Women in men's locker rooms. What's wrong with that
picture? Or shall I say, what's wrong with that sentence?
Once again, the women sports reporters in men's dressing rooms have stirred up some controversy.
First, the New England Patriots players make rude
comments to a woman reporter for the Boston Herald.
Then, Cincinnati Bengals head coach Sam Wyche bans
a woman reporter from the dressing room.
The law passed in 1978 established precedence of allowing women into the locker rooms to get their timely story.
I, being a woman, will agree to the fact that women
sports reporters should be allowed to do their job. However, I don't think being in a dressing room after a game is
a place I would want to be.
Sure, a reporter has a job to do, getting all the details of
the big game. But let's face it, men and women are different!
I don't care how intense the interview and the fact finding questions are, there's bound to
be some kind of distractions.
Now, don't get me wrong. By no means am I condoning what the Patriots players did to the
woman reporter, and I definitely diAliked the way Victor Kiam,the Patriot's owner,handled the
situation. It doesn't matter that he took out the two-page ad in the Boston Herald to apologize.
That was a day too late. There's no excuse for men like him.
It has taken men years to recognize that women are very capable of being a sports reporter.
The process is slow in coming with female reporters finally making their niche in sports.
I'm not talking about Phyllis George and Jane Kennedy. It's women like Gayle Gardner from
NBC, Hannah Storm from CNN, and Robin Roberts from ESPN that give the women some

The ball is in
your court
By Jill Hansel
Guest Commentary

,

respect in this field.
The problem isn't whether women should be allowed in
locker rooms. It's whether or not women sports reporters
are treated as equally as the male reporters
I think all the teams should be able to set aside an area
where the sports reporters and writers can do their job of
interviewing and getting the inside scoop. A place where
the players don't have to worry about displaying their body
to the wrong people (or heaven forbid, the wrong camera).
I'm sure the players are uncomfortable enough when
male reporters are in the locker room. It must be doubly uncomfortable with a female reporter amongst the "guys:
I know, some of you women are saying it's not the
reporter's choice to be in the dressing room, or as the sportswriter of the Washington Post says, "It's not exciting or sexy
or tantalizing. It's cramped and steamy and messy."
.

However, I look at it in a different light. How would women like male reporters in their
locker rooms?
I know that I like my privacy and would not appreciate a male roaming around the dressing
room doing his job.
As foolish as I am, I have chosen the path of becoming a sports reporter and I know I'll encounter these kinds of obstacles in the future.
society still needs to make more progress.
Yes, we have come a long way, baby, but
I'm sure a lot of women sports reporters would agree that I want respect when I do my job.
This is the 1990s. Owners, managers, and athletes should be able to shift gears and give the
women sports reporters the equality that is needed to do their job.

Harriers
Continued from page 12
'The competition was excellent and
I felt that we ran quite well," head
coach Marjorie Moravec said.
Carleton College won the meet with
40 points. St. Benedict College was
second with 53, St. Thomas College
placed third with 127 and Winona
State was seventh with 203 points.
Jennifer Tonkin from Macalester
won the meet in 19:06.
At race time, it was 82 degrees.
"It was very hot and it played a
d
on our times," Moravec
said.
Assistant coach Beth Howe added,
Assistant
"Our tenth place finisher from last
years Carleton meet would have finished second this year, that is how
much heat played a factor in times."
This Saturday the Warriors will
face Division I and II schools at the
UW-La Crosse Invitational at
Drugan's Golf Course in Holmen, Wis.
"At the UW-La Crosse Invitational
we will face the toughest competition
of the season," Moravec said. "An
outstanding field has entered this
meet. We are not at full strength yet,
but we hope to be by the conference
meet."

NOW OPEN

WINONA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
George E. Stelluto, Music Director

DRINK SPECIALS FOR
ALL BEARS GAMES!

Season's Opening Concert

HAYDN - SYMPHONY #1 in D
SCHUBERT - UNFINISHED SYMPHONY
BEETHOVEN - SYMPHONY #8 in F
SUNDAY OCTOBER 28 4:00 PM
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
WSU
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR
$5.00 ADULTS $3.00 STUDENTS
or by calling
457 5250 (wsu) or 452 2712 (HARDT'S MUSIC)
reservations and season tickets available at these numbers

25% OFSF pSrheoeTiing

LANG'S BAR & CAFE
ASK ABOUT OUR DAILY
FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS
179 E. 3rd St.

Save

25% OFF

THE REGULAR PRICE ITEMS YOU
PURCHASE ON A ONE DAY
SHOPPING SPREE. BRING THIS
COUPON TO THE
Winona JCPenney Store.
(Applies to merchandise on hand.)

-

Here is your perfect opportunity to take advantage of a whole new
world of fashion for yourself, your family, and all your holiday shopping.
• From October 12 through October 31, 1990.

(507)452-9979

RNsImagi
-ne Your
Future With Us
Imagine a professional nursing environment that is
designed to reduce reality shock of new grads. Imagine
a future at Central Wisconsin's leading health care
facility. Imagine an association with the renowned 350
physician Marshfield Clinic.

Imagine you're not imagining!
Saint Joseph's Hospital, located in Marshfield, WI., a
524-bed teaching hospital and major referral center, is
working hard for your future.
As a new nurse at Saint Joseph's, you'll find the finest
continuing education programs available, including:

JCPenney

JCPenney Savings Certificate

Winona, MN

25%
OFF

SHOPPING

• Individualized Preceptor Orientation
• In-House Educational Opportunities
• Clinical Ladder Program
Our location in Marshfield boasts the honor of being
voted one of the 10 "best small cities" to live, in the
United States. Recreational opportunities abound, and
the quality of life is second-to-none.

• Save 25% on regularly priced* items you purchase on a one day
shopping spree.

On top of excellent salaries, we also offer an excellent,
comprehensive benefit package and Sign-On Bonus.

• Just present this certificate as you purchase each item and turn it in when making
your last purchase of the day.

For immediate consideration, please call or send resume to:

JCPenney ... Where Fashion Comes To Life!
'Discount does not apply in certain departments or to certain merchancise.

WSU

Recruitment Specialist
1-800-221-3733
Extension 7880

cfi [I.
Sunday 12:00-5:00
Mon-Fri 10:00-9:00
Saturday 9:00-5:00

JCPenney
FASHION COMES TO LIFE

9 ii)
1858 Service Drive
Winona, MN

SAINT JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
A MEMBER OF MINISTRY CORPORATION
SISTERS OF TIIE SORROWFUL MOTHER

G11 SAINT JOSEPH AVENUE
MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN 54949.1898
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Retired coach had a distinguished career
By BRYAN LE MONDS
Winonan Staff

How many college coaches do you
know who have coached football, track
and field, basketball and wrestling?
How many wives of college coaches
do you know who have put up with
an absent husband away at nights and
weekends as a coach of football, track
and field, basketball and wrestling,
and for nearly 30 years?
The answer to the first question
would be Robert Keister, to the second, Carmen Keister.
But now Keister has retired as a
coach. It happened after last spring's
track and field season.
It has been a long and varied career.
He started it as a football player.
He was a four-year starter and ob-

Robert Keister

his favorite. 'These kids always
thought they were fooling me with
excuses, but I knew what they were
"In the short period I had Keister as a coach, he
doing," he said. He said he would go
back
to his office and laugh about it.
taught a self-confident way of thinking that will help
Sometimes, he said the devilish
me the rest of my life."
kids were the sons of former players
of his.
"Most of the time they were just
John Krueger
alike. They were both cons," Keister
jokingly said.
He considered it a privilege to
"At first the team got down, but I
tained his bachelor degree at Wartburg
told them that they had to stick to- coach.
College, Iowa.
"I really like kids and it made my
His coaching job was at Omaha gether," he said.
After the ruling, the team won the job so much easier. In this way, the
South High School in Nebraska. Keister was at Omaha South for three years last three games, including beating kids have given me a lot," he said.
Keister said he was really fortuand left with two state championships. University of Wisconsin-Stout 66-30.
He came to Winona State in 1961 as Keister said the reason Stout scored nate with the types of students.
"I don't know why we get such
was because WSU switched their ofthe assistant basketball coach, head
good kids. They are the best," he
fense to defense and vice versa.
track and assistant football coach.
"Until this day, that season was stressed.
But after those first two years, KeisBut Keister said the student athter was involved with only two sports. the greatest. They went on and ended
He remembers many outstanding up with a great attitude. They never letes were not alone in that "the whole
student body is great kids."
quit," he said.
athletes.
He believes Winona State has a
In 1975, Keister resigned his footOne of them is Wayne Clark, who
was the first WSU athlete to make first ball duties because of insufficient staff great athletic future.
"I feel that the help the sports proteam All-American. Clark was an all- and funding.
He also recalls a great moment in gram got with the new full-time assisconference tight end, all-conference
linebacker and discus and shotput track and field for Tony Schiller, an tant coaches is a step in the right direction," he said.
All-American in steeplechase.
champion.
Recruiting by younger coaches is
Keister said Schiller lacked natuKeister believes Clark may be the
greatest WSU athlete. Clark tried out ral ability, but dedicated so much the key to the future, he added.
"The program is the athletes," he
for the Atlanta Falcons, but pulled a and worked so hard that he accomhamstring muscle and could not play. plished many great things. He made said.
But Keister noted that there is room
Today, Clark is a successful high himself an athlete.
"This is a moment that a coach for improvement.
school coach in Cincinnati, Ohio. Two
"I just hope that someday we can
years ago he was named Ohio coach of loves, a moment when a kid turns his
get some decent facilities," he said.
life around," Keister said.
the year.
He treasures his closeness to the He stressed that no activity has been
"There have been so many great
slighted as much as the sports prokids, it would not be fair if I did not athletes.
"Every kid has his own personal- gram.
mention all of them," Keister said.
"If we treat the program right, we
But he remembers his 1973 football ity. Some of my favorite kids were
team. The team won the conference not great athletes but great kids," he will have a positive situation. We
championship, but it was revoked said. have to have total commitment from
Keister said the devilish type is' every aspect of the school," he said.
because of two ineligible players.

Keister said that support must keep
coming from the administration.
"They will determine the success of
the sports program," he said.
He was surprised that some of the
teams have been so productive despite existing facilities. The track team
has no facilities but has a productive
sport.
Keister said this problem was
turned into an advantage by the track
athletes.
"The track kids pull together and
form a comradery," he said. "But these
are the kind of athletes they (the track
team) are, they are a different breed of
kids who can turn the worst situation
into a positive situation," he said.
Keister retired from coaching because of health problems. In addition,
he said, 30 years of traveling was also
pait of his decision.
"Think of all the bus miles I put on
with coaching and recruiting. I think it
finally took its toll on me," he said.
Keister has two daughters and a
son and one understanding wife. He
said a coach must have an understanding wife because if one does not, he
won't be coaching very long. He
stressed that his wife supported him in
everything.
"Anybody who can put up with me
for 35 years must be a saint," he said.
He wants to relax, sit back and
watch.
"Now it is more relaxing to enjoy
what they (athletes) are doing and not
how they are doing it," he said.
He will miss observing the kids
turning their lives around from losing
to success.
But the main thing he will miss will
be the comradery between the student
and the coach, he said.

Marston stressed that Keister's enthusiasm and dedication could not be
any better.
"He was dedicated to the program;
because of this he has a lot of former
players that are his best friends for
life," he said.
John Krueger, former track athlete, said Keister was not just a great
coach but a great person as well.
"In the short period I had Keister
as a coach, he taught a self-confident
way of thinking that will help me for
the rest of my life," said Krueger.
Krueger added that although Keister is no longer his coach, he will attribute his successes to the things
Keister taught him.
"When Keister was asked how he
will be remembered, he replied, "I
don't care how I will be remembered.
The only guy I am worried about is
the man upstairs."
According to former athletes and
friends, he should have no worries.

Men's golf team
Do it with
takes 2nd, tenth
your
spare
change...at Dutchman's
By BRYAN LE MONDS
Winonan Staff

Your education will not end with graduation. As a
graduate nurse at Mayo Medical Center, you will
receive a comprehensive orientation where you will
further develop your professional skills. Beyond
orientation, you will have the challenges and the
growth opportunities that a world-class medical center
can provide.

"If I could go back in time, I would
have changed a lot of things. But I
would never change the relationships
I had with these young men," he said.
Dwight Marston, athletic director,
said Keister's contributions were tremendous.
"From the day I got here (1966),
Keister has been involved in a coaching assignment," he said, adding that
Keister did a remarkable job with
limited funds.

Graduate nurses apply now for positions available in
1991. Starting salary $28,800. Attractive benefit
package.
With a combined total of over 1700 beds, Rochester
Methodist and Saint Marys are acute-care, nonprofit
teaching hospitals, staffed by Mayo Clinic physicians.
Choose challenge. Choose growth. Choose Mayo
Medical Center.

coin laundry

• Save with doubleload washers 500
• Save with efficient
dryers 100 & 250

Open 6:30 am - 9:30 pm
450 E. 7th (Next to Bloedow's)

• UNDECLARED MAJORS
• SOCIAL WORK MAJORS
• STUDENT VOLUNTEERS

Explore a career in
HUMAN SERVICES
Come to the

ma 0 Mayo Medical Center

Reid -74er

Nursing Recruitment
P.O. Box 6057
Rochester, MN 55903-6057

October 18, 1990 Kryzsko Commons
East Cafeteria

1-800-247-8590

Social Services agencies will be there to tell
you about their rewarding work.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

The Winona State University
men's golf team took one more progressive step towards the conference
championship at the St. Mary's Invitational golf tournament played last
Thursday.
The Warriors placed a strong second in the six team tournament.
The University of Wisconsin EauClaire was the team champion with a
319 eighteen-hole total. WSU was
second along with UW-LaCrosse with
a 321. Other team scores were UWStout (347), St. Mary's College (348)
and Carleton College (396)).
Todd Watkins of UW-Stout was the
individual champion with a 75.
Chuck Lundeen led the way
for the Warriors with a 46-36-76. Kirk
Thompson was right behind with a 3840-78.
Other Warriors individual scores
were John Branick (44-34-85) and Brad
Behnke (43-41-84).
WSU head coach Dwight Marston
said this meet was the first time the
team played at the Winona Country
Club as a team.
'This was a good preparation for
the conference championship, which
will also be held at the Winona Coun-

try Club," said Marston.
went
Marston said the meet
well despite the windy conditions.
"The wind caused us some trouble,
but these things 1,.appen in golf," said
Marston.
Two weeks ago the Warriors took
part in the Twin Cities Golf Classic.
Drake was the team champion
with a 633 thirty-six hole total. North
Dakota State was second with a 643.
WSU was tenth with a 677.
Tim Des Jarlies of Gustavus Adolphus was the meet medalist with a 7575-150.
Chuck Lundeen led the Warriors
with a 75-85-160. Other Warrior team
scores were Brian Paulson (83-83-166),
Kirk Thompson (83-94-177), Brad
Behnke (84-89-183) and Bob Eyre (9' 100-191).

WS1 J is hosting the conference
championship at the Winona Country
Club.
"This is our home track and this
will be a great advantage for us. We
have all played at the club numerous
times and know it well," said Brian
Paulson.
The NIC Golf Tournament was
played Monday and Tuesday. The
Winonan went to press before the final
results were in.
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On Oct. 10 & 11 auditions
will be held for scenes
being directed by students
in the Directing 1 class.
There is a need for about
30 actors (14 women/16
men) The scenes will be
performed from Nov. 6-14
and require two weeks
rehearsal.
Audition times are 4-6pm
and 7-9pm in PAC rm 127.
No experience necessary,
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ARCADIA
FAMILY PACK

Midtown
Foods /ER
-

CHICKEN
LEG
QUARTERS

Winona's Largest Locally Owned Super Market"
126 East Sth Street

7 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 7 Days A Week

r

"WE'RE YOUR
CENTER FOR"

81,171;TWP

,-

PRICES GOOD THROUGH TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1990

HOMEMADE
MEAT LOAF
MIX

HORMEL WRANGLERS
*REG*BEEF*CHEESE

JENNIE-O•TURKEY
PAN ROAST

SHAVED OR SLICED

TURKEY
BREAST

UNITE

$29

nixed

$ 2 79

OVEN ROAST OR B1LMAR SMOKED

$ 99

WILSON CORN KING

LB
LEAN WILSON

ROAST PORK
$149

WILSON CORN KING

JUMBO FRANKS

LUNCH MEATS

HORMEL RANGE BRAND

BACON

LB
kW!

ASSORTED HOMESTYLE

COFFEE
CAKES

CREAMETTE

RICE BRAN
BROWN
BREAD BREAD
WITH APPLES

`MACARONI
32 02

1"1" * 1"
18 OZ

$

FRESH PRODUCE SAVINGS
WISCONSIN
RUSSET

TIDE

POTATOES

$ 6 99

99 C.AG
YELLOW

ONIONS

BAG

CAMPBELLS CHUNKY

1002

NE CLAM CHOWDER OR
CHUNKY CHICKEN

RAGU SPAGHETTI SAUCE

•PLAIN•MUSHROOM•MEAT
32 OZ JAR

99 C

69'

2 $ 1 99

FOR

WITH COUPON
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER.
REDEEM AT MIDTOWN FOODS.
EXPIRES 10116190
CV100

19 02

PLUS SAVE MORE WITH 25' COUPON IN
TODAY'S WINONA DAILY NEWS

FROZEN AND DAIRY SPECIALS

HOMEGROWN

AM
LI
A
N lI in
E)

SQUASH

ER ICAN

SINGLES

NEB OR GXEEX

MINUTE MAID

SEEDLESS
GRAPES

ORANGE JUICE

FROZEN
ORANGE JUICE

REGULAR ONLY 12 02

3j BONATHAN

APPLES

HOMEGROWN

AUNT JEMIMA HOMESTYLE

PUMPKINS

ORNAMENTAL

GOURDS

3179'

BRE AKFAST

MINI

PUMPKINS

311 oo

V9

BUY ONE GET*AEFIEE

TOMBSTONE THIN CRUST

PIZZA

ALL VARIETIES
SAMPLES- THURSDAY•FRIDAY-SATURDAY

